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Abstract
The Architectural conservation laboratory (ACL) is working on the conservation management plan for
Second Bank since 1994. Two surveys were carried out to document deteriorating conditions and previous
repairs in 1999 and 2003. These recorded conditions were digitized in AutoCAD and then converted to GIS
for further analysis. The purpose of the thesis is to quantify, interpret and analyze the deteriorating conditions
and repairs on the exterior marble surface of the Second Bank with the help of ArcGIS. This study attempts to
prove the usage of GIS not only for documentation and data storage, but also as an interpretation and analysis
tool. GIS makes it easier to process data in various ways in order to explore and understand the relationships
between various deteriorating conditions and factors responsible for them. This study suggested that
deterioration on the Second Bank is result of not only one but combination of the mechanical, chemical,
environmental processes as well as exposure and orientation of the surfaces. GIS proved to be a great tool in
finding answers to various questions regarding deterioration of the exterior marble surface of the Second
Bank. Therefore, this study is successful in proving the importance of GIS as useful interpretative tool.
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Architectural conservation is fundamentally a diagnostic science.1 Like 
medicine, conservation is based on the observation, description and analysis of 
causes and effects in an attempt to understand and analyze the mechanisms of 
changes in a structure.2 Therefore, building conservation needs a systematic and 
scientific approach that consists of survey, analysis, evaluation and decision phases 
followed by intervention and continuous monitoring.3 When approaching a building 
for conservation it is important to determine the cause of the decay and act on 
removing it or minimizing its effect. 
1.1 Context of the study 
The Second Bank building has continuously faced deterioration problems like 
spalling since a few decades after its construction. In recent studies, the primary 
construction material, Pennsylvania blue marble has proved to be beautiful but highly 
susceptible to deterioration.  
In order to address the deterioration of the marble at the Second Bank, the 
Architectural Conservation Laboratory (ACL), School Of Design, University of 
Pennsylvania with the Independence National Historic Park (INHP) developed a 
conservation plan that included the study of characteristics and deterioration 
patterns of the Pennsylvania Blue marble as well as the survey and documentation of 
the deteriorating conditions of the Blue Marble at the Second Bank. The survey was 
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conducted in 2 phases during summer 1999 and 2003 as part of the conservation 
program. All deteriorating conditions were recorded first by hand, then drafted in 
AutoCAD and exported to GIS using ESRI’s ArcGIS software. The next and critical 
step was to analyze the relationships among these conditions and the factors causing 
the conditions in order to decide the conservation priorities and treatment methods.  
This study intended to take the next step and focuses on the capabilities of GIS 
as an interpretative and analytical tool. While processing huge recorded data, the 
study makes use of ESRI’s ArcGIS system in order to set up several hypotheses to 
analyze the recorded conditions in several new ways. It aims to establish and 
compare relationships between conditions and contributory factors such as 
environmental, human intervention and actual decay mechanisms like erosion, 
encrustation that are prominently present on the Second Bank of United States. 
1.2 Assumptions as the basis of the research 
  Deterioration usually refers to undesirable changes in the appearance or 
performance of the building. Deterioration is a complex process involving many 
mechanisms such as weathering, structural instability, discoloration and factors like 
environmental factors and human intervention. Deterioration is a combined result of 
these various factors and affects the structure over years. Generally, decay is the 
reflection of more than one factor acting together. Thus, recorded conditions are 
usually related to each other.   
Due to decay problems, repairs and cleaning efforts have been carried out on a 
regular basis (as evident from the records in the INHP archives). As recorded in the 
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conservation history, various methods used, either appropriate or inappropriate, 
have affected the structure. 
The emphasis of this study is on the observations of the present deteriorating 
conditions as well as the relationship among deteriorating conditions, previous 
repairs and associated factors. Hopefully, this analysis can provide us with clues 
about past, present and future behavioral patterns.  
1.3 Research questions 
In any field, GIS itself is not an answer but it provides tools to find an answer. 
The process starts with framing the questions for the research. The emphasis of this 
study is on getting answers to following questions   
  How to investigate relationships between recorded conditions?  
 What methodology can be best used for investigation? 
 What decay mechanisms are observed in Pennsylvania blue marble surface on 
the Second Bank of United States? 
 Is specific factor correlate or influence the conditions Environment, location, 
orientation, exposure, climate and past treatments/ repairs? 
 Is one elevation is more deteriorated than others? 
 What is the relation between particles accumulation and weathering? 
 How to prioritize the stone surfaces on the basis of decay phenomena? 
 What is the relationship between orientation of stone foliation planes and  
various decay mechanisms like friability, contour scaling, differential erosion,  
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loss and depositions? 
 What is the importance of GIS in this study? 
1.4 Case studies      
The techniques used in two following studies formed the basis for the study of 
deteriorating conditions, causes and effects responsible for decay.  
 Damage index for stone monuments   
(By Fitzner B., Heinrichs and Bouchardiere, D.La)
“Characterization, interpretation and rating of the conditions and prediction of 
future behavior pattern of weathering damages at stone monuments form the 
basis of precise diagnosis.”4 Quantitative rating of damage represents the 
scientific method for the basis of damage diagnosis. It is suitable for evaluation 
of condition and deterioration processes and certification of preservation 
measures.5 It provides the base data for long term survey and maintenance of 
stone monuments.6 This study proved helpful in rating stone surfaces on the 
basis of percentage of a condition covering the area, which provides better 
understanding of the spread and severity of the decay mechanisms and was 
helpful in prioritizing the stones for the conservation treatments.        
 An holistic approach to the assessment of stone decay  Bonamargy 
Friary, Northern Ireland  (By McCabe S., Smith B.J. and Warke P.A)
 In this study, P.A. Warke developed the application of the UAS (‘Unit’, ‘Area’, 
‘Spread’) staging system that is, “based upon a ‘whole building’ approach to the 
assessment of stone condition, the spread to decay and a staged approach to 
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the conservation intervention.”7 As the study of Bonamargy Friary says, a 
combination of approaches help in improving the understanding of the factors 
that control stone decay and also gives us understanding of the cumulative 
impact of combined decay mechanisms. The study also helped in analyzing the 
area affected by two or more conditions.  
These studies do not directly match this study of Second Bank. But both case 
studies inspired the methodologies used for analysis of decay mechanisms on the 
exterior surface of Second Bank of United States. 
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Chapter 2 History 
Studying the history of conservation efforts and repairs on the Second Bank 
will give us a full chronology of the events which happened in the past related to 
material or structural problems. It is important for us to set up behavioral patterns of 
the conditions visible on the building.  This conservation history is based on the 
documentation and archival research done by the ACL team during two surveys and 
archival collection at Independence National Historic Park.  
2.1 History of Second Bank 
Independence National Historic Park (INHP) was formally recognized as a 
landmark in 1959 which includes many monumental public buildings of the early 
American republic. “Reflective of this history, these buildings physically embody and 
communicate the wealth and promise of the new nation through their developed 
academic neo-classicism and then unprecedented use of monumental masonry 
construction with local stone resources.”8
The Second bank was established as a national bank in 1816 to help stabilize 
the currency, 5 years after the charter of First Bank of United States had expired. It 
served as the Second Bank of United States for the federal government up to 1836. 
After it was closed as a bank, it was used for various purposes including as the United 
States Customs House.  
This beautiful piece of Greco-Roman architecture was designed by William  
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Strickland who also designed the First Bank of United States. The increasing use of  
monumental masonry construction was inevitable due to growing popularity of 
classical revival architecture in the early 19th century.  Marble was the obvious choice 
as a reflection of architectural prowess of the ancients as seen in works such as 
Benjamin Latrobe’s Bank of Pennsylvania which was demolished in 1811.  
Pennsylvania Blue marble gained popularity as a construction material in 
Philadelphia in the first half of the 19th century, but soon fell out of favor as a primary 
construction material because of its poor performance and susceptibility to early 
weathering. Improved transport means for importing better quality marble from 
other locations like Maryland, Massachusetts and Vermont also contributed to its 
downfall. In recent years, the properties and performance of this stone has been 
studied to assist in conservation and repairs of buildings constructed in this marble. 
“In the case of this marble, its short-lived popularity and thus restricted use have 
resulted in limited scientific studies of its deterioration and conservation.”9
2.2 Architectural Description 
“The Second Bank is a primary example of early 19th century aesthetic value; a 
desire for simplicity, universality, grandeur and beauty achieved with economy.”10
The construction of the building started on April 20, 1819 and ended in 1824. The 
marble used for construction was called Montgomery County marble and quarried 
from Hitner’s Marble Hall Quarry near Flour Town, Pennsylvania. 11
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The building is entered from the north side which consists of a pediment 
supported by eight columns. The south side is similar to the north side. The east and 
west sides are similar as well. The classical Greek Doric columns are 30 feet in height, 
in style, with twenty flutings. Each column contains 4 to 5 drums. The drums of the 
columns are not of uniform size, the biggest being 9’ tall. The building's length 
including porticos is 161 feet and its breadth is 87 feet.12 (refer Pre-chart 3) The floor 
of the ground story is elevated by 9 feet and is surrounded on all sides by a 14 feet 
wide terrace. The columns and porticos are made of marble. There are stone 
foundation walls and basement floors. North and south porticos are supported by 
arched foundation built in bricks, a technique Strickland probably learnt from 
Benjamin Latrobe.13 
The walls of the structure are constructed of marble backed with brick. Interior 
walls are made of brick and plaster. The original roof and flashing was made of 
copper. The interior flooring was wood, except in the lobby and banking rooms, 
where marble was used. 
Second Bank has gone through various repairs and conservation efforts since 
its construction in the 1824 due to various factors, one of them being the properties of 
the Pennsylvania Blue marble which was used as a construction stone.  
2.3 Material description 
Before carrying out the analysis of decay for any masonry building, it is 
essential to understand the characteristics of the specific material.  
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Marble
  Since ancient times, marble has been a popular building material due to its  
durability and aesthetic value. Marble is a calcareous metamorphic rock. The 
formation of the marble is a result of intense heat and pressure exerted upon lime 
stones in the earth’s crust and upper mantle. Limestone re-crystallizes in a process 
called metamorphism and loses many characteristics of parent limestone. The 
metamorphosed limestone becomes the whole new stone type with entirely new 
structure and mineralogy. The components are rearranged mechanically as well as 
chemically.  The marble consists mainly of Calcite (CaCO3) or crystalline calcium 
carbonate. Calcite is a relatively soft, highly polishable stone. Thus, it is a popular 
material for building construction as well as carvings. Non-calcareous minerals which 
are present in the marble are responsible for inclusions. These mineral inclusions 
vary with location and quartz, iron, graphite and various micas are most common 
minerals. 
2.3.1 Pennsylvania Blue marble  
During 19th century, like most cities in United States, Philadelphia had great 
public marble buildings built in the Greco-Roman revival styles. For early marble 
construction in the Philadelphia area, Pennsylvania Blue marble was the only choice 
due to its fine quality and local availability. The use of this local stone was continued 
throughout the middle of the 19th century. As mentioned earlier, many important 
buildings in Philadelphia like Bank of Pennsylvania by Benjamin Latrobe as well as 
Merchants Exchange, Girard College and United States Customs House were 
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constructed with this stone.14Although used frequently; it was never studied in depth. 
The serious deteriorations visible on Second Bank and Merchants Exchange facades 
led to a study of the properties of Pennsylvania Blue Marble. The petrographic 
analysis of Pennsylvania blue marble was conducted by Jocelyn Kimmel of the 
University of Pennsylvania for her thesis in 1996.15The description of characteristics 
of the stone and mineral geometries also has been studied by Elaine McGee at the  
Philadelphia Merchant’s Exchange in 1992.16
Quarries in King of Prussia and Marble Hall in Montgomery County produced 
this local quality marble that to up to 1934. A coarsely crystalline creamy white 
marble and a light blue banded or mottled marble are the two varieties of this marble 
are available. Both are inter-bedded with dark blue to black siliceous dolomite.17
The Pennsylvania Blue Marble contains at least 90 % calcite.18 This marble is weakly 
metamorphosed marble and the calcite is not strongly re-crystallized.19 This marble 
contains abundant micaceous inclusions. The marble is loosely textured, with a 
marked foliation (or planar) fabric forming a series of parallel planes that are weakly 
held together. “The dominant mineral is light blue calcite grains ranging in size from 
100-400 microns, angular to sub-round in shape and nearly of pure calcium 
carbonate.”20The replacement of calcium ions with magnesium ions to some extent 
will make the dolomitic marble [(Mg,Ca)Co3).21 During metamorphism, calcite and 
dolomite minerals alter and re-crystallize to form a roughly interlocking network. It is 
characterized as a metamorphosed magnesian limestone. The mineral inclusions are 
typically muscovite, apatite, a calcium phosphate, minor pyrite, sphene (Calcium 
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titanium silicate) and zircon as well as  accessory minerals are orthoclase, quartz, 
pyrite, and graphite.22 “The spalling is a resultant of formation of tensile strains in 
material due to the difference in often non-reversible thermal expansion of calcite 
crystals along different crystallographic axes. Mica, because of its sheet-like structure, 
is also believed to be responsible for planar failure of the marble.” 23
2.3.3 Mable decay  
In addition to understanding the characteristics of the stone, it is necessary to  
understand the behavioral patterns of decay phenomena that occur in marble. Often 
to extract rock for construction, quarry blasting is used. The blasting can trigger a 
stress pulse which get, absorbed and stored in the stone. When the pulse pressure is 
reduced, the internal pressure is also reduced in the form of stone fragmentation and 
micro-cracking which can lead to larger cracking and loss.24 These cracks can 
ultimately transport salt and moisture in the structure, causing more deterioration 
problems. Thermal expansion of calcite is not uniform. Dimensional contraction and 
expansion and chemical dissolution of the calcite grains start the release of locked-in 
internal pressure. During freeze-thaw cycles, expansion-contraction rate aggravates 
in the presence of moisture.  
Pennsylvania Blue marble is susceptible to surface weathering as its calcite 
structure is weakly metamorphosed. Deposition on the surface is one of the 
deterioration mechanisms seen on the marble, gypsum crust being one of them. 
Calcite also dissolves in weak acids such as carbonic acid, sulphuric and nitric acids. 
Gypsum crust forms in the presence of sulphuric dioxide gas and moisture.25 It 
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distorts the surface details and is 25 percent more soluble that calcite making them 
susceptible to dissolution deterioration. As gypsum dissolves in the rains, it exposes 
new surfaces. These exposed surfaces then become vulnerable to erosion due to 
water, pollutants deposition. The moisture trapped in the grains again promotes 
gypsum crust formation.26 As the gypsum crust grows thicker, the possibility of crack 
development increases, which leads to permanent loss. Also, salt efflorescence is the 
mechanism which starts when salts are dissolved in the water and transported 
through various openings/pores in the construction material. The salt efflorescence is 
considered as one of the potentially damaging mechanisms, particularly when a 
building is prone to frequent freeze-thaw cycles.   
2.4 Philadelphia Weather History 
As suggested by Engineering weather data and Philadelphia weather data by 
Franklin Institute, the climate of Philadelphia is generally mild. Average summer 
temperature goes up to 70o-80o F while average winter temperatures range around 
30o-35o F. Average annual precipitation is around 40-45”, while snowfall averages 
between 20”to 30”. Freeze Thaw cycles observed in Philadelphia is 52. Wind direction 
is west to northwest in the winter while west or south west the rest of the year. Solar 
radiation direction is from the south. 
The Second Bank is situated in the down-town Philadelphia surrounded by 
high rise buildings. Thus wind effect may not be effective around the building.  
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2.5 Conservation History  
As early as 1891 it was noted in Geological Survey of Pennsylvania that the “… 
front columns of the Custom House, exposed to the northeast storms in cold weather, 
became gradually dilapidated, and are now patched with pieces of new marble set 
into the decayed places; and such periodical restoration will always be necessary.”26
As mentioned in archives, just few decades after construction the conservation efforts 
were started. Once famous for their aesthetic qualities, all of the buildings built with 
the stone were showing their own signs of age.  
As the archival records suggest, initial efforts were towards maintenance, but 
by the end of the century, conservation efforts were undertaken.  In 1844, William 
Strickland suggested the requirement of cleaning and repairs of interiors as well as 
marble columns and architraves to remove dust collected over the years.27 Pumice 
was used for interior cleaning and most probably for exterior cleaning as well. 
Unfortunately, no cleaning material was mentioned for the 1873 cleaning efforts.  
The stone deterioration was triggered in the early decades of the 20th century. 
Records show the removal of loose stones from the columns. The archival records of 
President F. S. Condit of the Obelisk Waterproofing Company, 1922 in AIA Archives 
and Library show that the waterproofing was done by Obelisk Waterproofing 
Company which a few decades earlier had gained notorious popularity for applying 
hot paraffin wax on to the surface of Cleopatra’s needle in New York city.28 The
paraffin wax has a low melting point. During hot days, melted stick wax allows 
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atmospheric particulates to adhere to the surface. This may be the reason why the 
surface looked uniformly soiled in some of the photographs from 1940’s.29
There was a significant increase in the number of fallen marble pieces, due to 
spalling. In 1923, the consulting architect, Edward Crane recommended the cleaning 
and the waterproofing of the building and re-pointing of the mortar as well as repairs 
regarding the fallen marble.30 The 1942 records of Old Philadelphia Custom House" 
in the Historic Building File at INHP show cleaning and waterproofing efforts.31As
suggested in photographs, the columns, the north and south elevation were cleaned 
from the bottom up. The east and west elevation were cleaned in the sections starting 
at the southern and northern ends working towards the middle. “In a 1961 report, 
Grant Simon had recommended thirteen different methods for preservation of the 
marble; however, no indications have been found that his cleaning recommendations 
were followed. The consulting architects suggested use of water only, use of hand or 
fiber brushes or steam pressure at less than 100psi to clean.”32 Following the 
instructions, the open joints were filled up with filler adhesive. The spalled stones 
portions were replaced by marble dutchman or composite repairs. Epoxy repairs were 
also mentioned. Architects also recommended the removal and re-pointing of all 
defective and loose pointing. 
Suggestions also included tapping with a light mallet to identify incipient 
spalls on the columns. “Any loose or deteriorated marble on the column caps or 
upper horizontal surfaces could be removed and replaced with “colloidal materials,” 
presumably a synthetic-based composite repair.”33 No records have been found of the 
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material used. The spalling stone had become the main problem in the building. In 
1964, architect Joe Petrak reported a large area of spalling on the shaft of the 
northwest column which was then clamped and suggested extensive serious repairing 
as well as a partial replacement. He had mentioned that use of hard mortar in new 
marble repairs was one of the reasons behind the spalling.34 The extensive repairs and 
conservation efforts were started in 1964. The surface was cleaned by fluoride 
solutions and clear water. In 1969, Hydrozo “clear-stone“ was applied as water-
proofing of the exterior marble treatment after the marble was scrubbed as 
mentioned in the records of Penelope Batchelor, "Census of Treated Historic 
Buildings" in William Brookover's File, INHP.35 In 1974, Harold Heller mentioned 
applying a siliconate which today also remains quite intact.36
During the 1970’s according to revised specifications, any new marbles used for new  
construction or new Dutchman repairs should have a tooled weathered surface to  
match the existing old stone. Repairs to damaged marble window sills and other 
marble blocks which are too shallow for Dutchman were done with weld-crete which 
was used as an admix to the original cement mix.37
Human intereference was also one of the contributory factors in the 
deterioration of the Second Bank. A 1971 photograph shows worker trying to clean 
the spray paint graffiti.38 There is also evidence of pigeon guano stains as well as 
“Roost-NO-More” pigeon control.39 There was also an attempt to clean off the pigeon 
stains with city water. The washed off dirty water was deposited on the stairs and 
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corners on the terrace. Some dirty water stains can still be seen on the walls.40 To 
avoid all this, the bird netting was installed around the projecting cornice in 
November 1999.41
William Brookover in ‘Commentary on Memorandum from District Ranger to 
Safety officer, 30 January 1992, William Brookover's File, INHP’ suggested that 
Calcium chloride was the preferred deicing salt on the steps and the walkways of the 
Second Bank was the source of the salts in the marble, which started the 
efflorescence.42In the decades of 1980-90, there was again spalling from the walls and 
columns, but no proper documentation was done. The Historical Architect’s office of 
Independence National Historic Park has architectural drawings that indicate where 
new stone-blocks were placed in the building campaigns of the early 1940's, the early 
1960's, and the early 1970's.
Local Pennsylvania Blue marble, which was used for many monumental public 
buildings for its aesthetic value has proven easily susceptible to decay phenomena. 
Thus only after 2-3 decades, extensive cleaning work had to be undertaken. It was 
cleaned and repaired using traditional methods and materials in the 19th century. But 
three major cleaning and water-proofing campaigns were carried out in the 20th
century with the use of soap and aqueous fluoride solutions, more likely P-56 brick 
and stone cleaner.43 During those campaigns harmful methods like hot paraffin wax 
method for waterproofing also were carried out. The serious deterioration of the 
marble was recorded in the start of the 20th century.  Surface loss was mainly in the 
form of spalling and dimensional loss due to various reasons.  Not all repair efforts 
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and material conservation were documented beyond the major ones in 1922 and 
1964. The re-pointing, Dutchman, epoxy repairs and replacement of whole marble 
blocks were carried out.
Throughout the history of the Second Bank, a study of the primary properties 
of Pennsylvania Blue marble has not been done. Due to the lack of the study, the 
efforts remained confined basically to repair and maintenance of the building like 
Dutchman repairs and replacements. No actual material conservation attempts were 
made until the National Park Service invited the Architectural Conservation 
Laboratory (ACL) for in an depth study and conservation management plan under 
the guidance of Prof. Frank Matero.   
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Chapter 3 Project overview

In the conservation decision making process it is necessary to have 
comprehensive and correct documentation about the building so that a systematic 
and rational approach can be followed for the data analysis. The process of 
documentation plays a vital role in understanding the deterioration process. 
Documentation entails the complex processes of surveying, recording and storing the 
information about everything related to the structure that is relevant.44
During the entire history of the Second Bank, no research was done to 
understand the cause and factors responsible for deterioration. In 1994, Virginia 
Naude and Bill Brookover inspected the exterior marble as mentioned by Virginia 
Naudé in “Survey of Exterior Marble, Second Bank of the United States, Philadelphia, 
PA.” 1994, 18-19. They came up with the recommendation of immediate repairs to be 
confined to the traditional methods and materials until more complex treatments are 
thoroughly tested in the laboratory.45 Realizing the growing need of a long-range 
program, National Park Service invited Architectural Conservation Laboratory of 
University of Pennsylvania (ACL) to chalk out a detailed conservation plan in 
December 1994. This program included archival documentation, masonry conditions 
survey, recording and investigation. The petrographic analysis done by Jocelyn 
Kimmel in her thesis in 1996 and laboratory and field analysis followed by testing of 
proposed treatment interventions,46 such as mechanical pining by John Glavan in 
2004 for his thesis are also part of this program.   
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The detailed deterioration survey of the Second Bank was done in two phases.  
The teams for both the surveys were separate. Thus, the methodology used for survey  
and recording also differed. The specification and interpretation of some conditions 
recorded also differed in both the surveys, for example surface erosion in the 1999 
survey became friability and flaking in the 2003 survey.  
3.1 Phase 1 Survey 1999 
The first phase of the field survey started in summer 1999 with a team of six 
graduate students and post graduate interns. It was a detailed survey and recording 
of the exterior conditions of the entire North and West façade. The survey was done 
with every detail with help of movable scaffolding and 60’ and 45’ high lift cranes 
with extending booms. 
The conditions were first recorded by hand on the site. Then Historic 
American Building Survey (HABS) drawings were digitized by using AutoCAD.47 and 
all the conditions were drafted in AutoCAD. “All the dimensions including joint lines 
and measurements of stone blocks were verified and modified if needed. The 
digitized drawings were used for marking and recording the detailed deteriorating 
conditions. Only column drums were photographed during the survey for later 
comparison. In addition to drawing, the database was created in the access, also the 
website and the report.”48 For the database, each stone of the building was assigned a 
number, allowing the user to find all the conditions for any numbered stone.49 During
this survey a complete glossary of the conditions was developed. The analysis to 
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understand the cause–effect relationship among the conditions and the structure 
itself was to be done after identification; documentation of all the conditions on the  
exterior surface of the building, more analysis will be done.  
All the data and the relevant information had been deposited in the Archives at 
INHP. A complete set of digitized drawings and printed documents including report 
was submitted to the National Park Service.   
3.2 Phase 2 - Survey 2003 
The exterior condition assessment was finished with the completion of the 
second phase in the summer of 2003. This second phase included the entire south 
and east elevations, including wall, pediment, columns and stairs. In this phase, five 
graduate and post graduate interns from the Architectural Conservation Laboratory 
worked during the summer and throughout the year.50
AutoCAD drawings based on the HABS drawings were prepared during the 
1999 survey. The same were used for second phase of survey.  The drums of the 
columns were accurately measured.  
Previously developed glossary was used as the basis of this survey. Some minor 
modifications/improvements were done in the definitions of the conditions. A major 
change was done in the definition of contour scaling and surface erosion. The surface 
erosion in 1999 survey was identified as flaking and differential erosion in 2003 
survey.51 The changes were as following 
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Table 3.1 Glossary changes in 1999 and 2003 surveys 52
Conditions Definitions
Survey 1999 Survey 2003 
Orientation of stone 
foliation  planes  
Only edge oriented 
stones marked. No 
marking for face oriented 
stones  
Face and edge oriented 
foliation patterns 
marked.   
Moderate cracks Less than 1/8” 1/16”-1/8”
Deteriorated mortar 
joints 
Mortar present in joints 
is friable. 
Mortar present but 
eroded back ½” or more 
in depth 
Dimensional loss 4”sq., 1” in depth 2”sq. , ½” in depth
Stone redressing Not recorded Recorded 
Surface unique Not recorded Recorded 
This time, instead of one person marking all the conditions, groups of 
conditions were formed. One person was assigned to survey and mark one group of 
conditions on all the elevations.  This ensured the uniformity in marking the 
conditions. The survey of walls, columns, pediments, ceilings, soffits, entablature, 
risers and stairs was carried out.53 All the survey drawings were completely digitized 
and imported into ArcGIS. The database attached with the drawings was also created. 
Storing data using ArcGIS has allowed for the future analysis of the performance and 
deterioration of the building. ArcGIS will allow an in-depth study of the correlations 
between conditions and responsible factors to help determine how and why certain 
conditions appear in certain places over time. Eventually, the GIS can be used to 
understand the present pattern of conditions as well as can help in predicting where 
future deterioration might occur. All data, digital files and relevant collected 
information from the survey are archived at the Architectural Conservation Research 
Center (ACL) at the University of Pennsylvania.  
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After this survey, John Glavan tested mechanical pining treatments for 
spalling as a part of his thesis in 2004. John Hinchman of Architectural Conservation 
Laboratory analyzed spalling and loss on the columns in a systematic way by using 
GIS tools for RFP54 given to the Independence National Historic Park. 
3.3 Discrepancies in the survey 
1) Two different teams carried out the survey. During first survey, a team 
member surveyed a set of conditions on an assigned area. This may have 
introduced some inconsistencies due to difference in human judgment in 
recording conditions. But, one team member surveyed the whole area affected 
by set of conditions. Although, in this survey method also, possibility of human 
judgment errors does exist, these errors would have been consistent 
throughout the building as they were by one person only.        
This may have affected the recording of the survey which can possibly result 
into some unexpected analytical results.  
2) The glossary of all the conditions recorded during 1999 survey remained same 
but definitions were modified and refined in 2003. Thus there is possibility of 
difference in recording of the same condition on the north and west wall 
surveyed in 1999 and condition on the south and east wall survey in 2003. 
Stone redressing was introduced in 2003 survey, therefore it is not recorded 
on the north and west elevations which are surveyed during 1999. Tooling 
marks are not part of the 2003 drawings, but they are recorded in the  
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databases.  
3) Face and edge orientation of stone foliation was marked on the south and east  
walls. Some stones were left unmarked as orientation of those stones could not 
be identified. But, only edge oriented stones were marked on the north and 
west wall surveyed in 1999. There is no assumption to support the absence of 
face oriented stones. Thus, any data analysis done on the basis of the 
orientation of stone would become incomprehensive.   
These are the assumptions of discrepancies found in the documentation of two 
surveys. This may affect the data analysis for whole building. 
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Chapter 4 Methodology 

According to Fitzner and Bouchardiere, decay mapping and conditions 
assessment are necessary for proper understanding and diagnosis of deteriorating 
conditions as well as for remedial and preventive treatments.55 This study is an 
attempt to understand patterns and behavior of all conditions recorded in 1999 and 
2003. 
In 2003, all the survey drawings were converted from AutoCAD into ArcGIS 
using ArcMap which allowed further analysis by joining associated contextual and 
statistical data to the drawings. The analysis for the columns was done by John 
Hinchman of the Architectural Conservation Laboratory (ACL) as a part of Request 
for Proposal for the Treatment of incipient spalling on north and south portico 
columns of Second bank of United States, Philadelphia in 2005. No analysis was done 
for any of the flat surfaces including walls and pediment.   
4.1 Use of GIS in the study 
GIS (Geographical Information Systems) is widely used as mapping and 
logistic analysis tool.  It is used for storing, processing and interpreting the 
information. It has been used as analysis in other fields. Geographical Information 
Systems (GIS) are advantageous in recording and analysis of conservation fields 
which can be defined as computer based systems for handling geographical and 
spatial data.56
After the 2003 survey, as mentioned earlier, compiled data was transferred to  
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ArcMap. Each stone was given a number i.e. a unique ID. Each condition was 
converted into shape files of polygons, poly-lines or points. Poly-lines were mainly 
cracks, re-pointing, deterioration of mortars, open joints etc. Tooling marks visible on 
the surfaces were marked by the points on the surfaces. Every line, polygon and point 
has information attached in form of attribute tables with specified areas, type of the 
condition, which gave the ability to create entire databases attached to the drawings. 
The study uses vector analysis by ArcMap. It is necessary to calculate the areas 
of each condition to understand the spread. The manipulation of calculated data is 
also helpful in analyzing the spread and severity of the conditions. As a first step, the 
polygons of each conditions on the whole building are merged together. Then 
polygons of each condition for each elevation surface are clipped out. This gives a 
considerable accuracy in calculating the area of each condition on each surface and 
each elevation. Then they are processed as mentioned in the methodology of 
Approach 1, 2 and 3. 
4.2. Methodology for analysis 
This research focuses on an analysis of the conditions on the exterior stone 
surfaces of this building. Since all four elevations of the building are not similar in 
size and shape, they are divided into vertical and horizontal surfaces. The vertical 
surfaces include columns, pediments, entablature faces and staircase risers. The 
horizontal surfaces are reflected ceilings (ceilings of the pediment), soffits (ground 
facing side of the entablature faces) and stair treads. (See 1A-1a) This division 
provides an opportunity to study stone deterioration on the basis of the angle of the 
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surface in relation to the ground. Since the north and south elevations are as similar 
as are the east and west. An analysis of conditions in relation to the cardinal 
directions, such as north–south and east-west is also important in order to judge the 
influence of weather on the surfaces. Comparison of each condition as well as groups 
of conditions on similar elevations (East + West elevation and North + South 
elevations) can provide an insight in analyzing the present and past deterioration as 
related to the design and micro-climate active on the building. The complete 
elevations of the building divided for the analysis and presentation of the data (See 
1A-1b) are as follows 
 1 North and South walls 
 2 East and West walls 
 3 North and South columns 
 4 North and South pediments 
 5 North and South entablature faces 
 6 North and South risers 
 7 North and South stairs 
 8 North and South portico ceilings 
 9 North and South soffits 
4.1.1. Representation of the data  
The classification and quantification of horizontal and vertical surfaces as well 
as of the decay and repairs on these surfaces were done with the help of 
geoprocessing tools available in ArcMap. The data are further manipulated in 
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Microsoft Excel as graphs. The data presented on each single page represent the set of 
conditions recorded on two opposite elevations (such as north vs. south elevations 
and east vs. west elevations). The data for each pair of elevations are represented in 
the set of four pages as follows.   
Page A1 The graphs on this page represent the total surface area of the building 
separated by elevations and according to area percentages. Then the particular 
elevation is further divided into areas of recorded deterioration or repairs and 
areas of no deterioration/repairs. Then the percentage of surface recorded is 
shown in the form of pie-charts. Thus, these charts represent systematic 
representation of data, starting from the whole building to a single condition.  
Page A2 This layout represents graphs showing the distribution of the cracking and 
failed joints and crack repairs visible on the elevations.  
Page A3 The comparison of each condition from each group by approach 1 on both 
the elevation profiles will give us a chance to evaluate each condition on both 
elevations in relation to each other.   
Each component of the represented data is color coded as shown in legend in Chart 
1B-3.
4.3 Categorization of the conditions  
The surveys include recording of 24 individual conditions. These conditions 
included total stone loss and partial stone loss, surface depositions on the surfaces, 
physical characteristics of the stones as well as repairs and treatments carried out in 
the past. All the conditions are appropriately defined and described in the project 
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glossary. The definition of each and every condition recorded in 1999 was refined 
further in the 2003 survey.
This study will use two approaches to analyze the recorded and quantified data 
to explain deterioration patterns on the surfaces of the building. Approach 1 
categorizes all the conditions into three basic groups according to condition type, 
such as erosion, loss, deposition and repairs. The second approach categorizes the 
conditions on the basis of the level of priority for potential conservation techniques or 
repairs solutions. The glossary (1B-1a and 1B-1b) is the graphical representation of 
the conditions in Approach 1 and Approach 2. 
4.3.1 Approach 1 
In Approach 1 is conceptualized for the evaluation of all recorded conditions 
categorized into 4 sets of conditions. These sets are based on their mechanism or 
resultant action, such as erosion and loss or accumulation of particles on the surface 
or archival/historic repairs or treatments. There are some conditions which are part 
of the stone surface from the beginning of the building construction. The total surface 
area is divided into Deteriorated Area and Non-deteriorated Area which are shown in 
the Chart 1C-1a.  
o The areas of the building are divided as follows 
a) Non-deteriorated Area The term ‘Non-deteriorated Area’, here describes 
surfaces on the building which are free from active/inactive or past/present 
deterioration. This provides the overall view of how much surface area is still 
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intact. (free from recorded deterioration in the past or present) Pre-existing 
conditions are part of these areas. 
b) Deteriorated Area The total ‘Deteriorated Area’ includes the surfaces with 
conditions surveyed in the 1999 and 2003 surveys. These conditions are 
categorized as subtractive and additive conditions as well as repairs as later 
suggest past deterioration.  
Area affected by deterioration is further divided into 4 categories for Approach 1. 
i) Subtractive conditions
ii) Additive conditions 
iii) Previous repairs and treatments
o Subtractive, additive and repairs The subtractive and additive conditions 
are based on observed symptoms. This category also includes actions such as 
repairs and conservation treatment, to address the deterioration that occurred 
in the past. Two of the 24 conditions, mineral inclusion and tooling marks are 
not deteriorations or additive processes. They are treated as pre-existing 
conditions as they were present before actual deterioration occurred. They are 
thus, calculated separately and will be described further in the chapter.
The three groups of the deterioration conditions (See Chart 1C-1b) as are as follows 
i) Subtractive conditions  
The subtractive conditions are those resulting in visible disintegration or 
destruction of the stone surfaces. Mechanical processes such as freeze-thaw, thermal 
expansion-contraction, and chemical processes, such as aqueous dissolution, gypsum 
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accumulation due to air pollution, water presence and microbiological growth can 
create loss of the stones.
The group of subtractive conditions includes erosive conditions like contour  
scaling, friability/flaking, differential erosion. The surface planar discontinuities 
and loosening/separation of a surface plane from its parent stone is recorded as 
incipient spalling. The incipient spalling along with total/dimensional loss is included 
in the subtractive condition, as it is a potential location for partial or total loss of the 
surface or architectural component. The subtractive conditions also include 
deformation and displacement which result in out of plane alignment. 
Major and moderate cracks, are also included in subtractive conditions. 
Deterioration or lost mortar in joints is also recorded as deteriorating mortars and 
open joints.
o Contour scaling 
o Differential erosion 
o Deformation/displacement
o Dimensional loss 
o Friability flaking 
o Incipient spalling 
ii) Additive conditions  
o Major cracks 
o Moderate cracks 
o Deteriorating mortars 
o Open joints 
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Group of additive conditions include the particle deposits due to environmental 
conditions such as atmospheric pollution, microbiological growth or micro-flora and 
salt deposits visible on the surfaces, such as encrustations and efflorescence. 
Discoloration such as staining is also included in additive conditions.  
o Efflorescence 
o Encrustation
o Insect/animal activity 
o Micro-flora
o Staining
iii) Repairs  
As mentioned in the chapter 2 Conservation and Construction History, the Second 
Bank building has undergone past maintenance, conservation and repairs efforts, 
which were more or less localized in nature. 
Recorded repairs are stone dutchman, composite repairs and sealants. The 
cracks and open joints were also re-pointed. The replacement of irreversibly damaged 
stones is also included in this group of repairs.
Previous repairs or treatments at the Second Bank are as follows
o Composite repairs 
o Chemical bird repellents 
o Filled in cracks (+) and (-) 
o Re-pointing
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o Previous coatings 
o Stone redressing 
o Stone dutchman 
o Repairs sealants 
o Replacement of stones 
iv) Pre-existing conditions 
Mineral inclusions and tooling marks are listed as pre-existing conditions. They
cannot be part of any of the three above groups (Subtractive, additive and repairs). 
o Tooling marks
o Mineral inclusions 
o Tooling marks are the original dressing marks still visible on the stone. They 
indicate a relatively preserved surface. As mentioned in the 2003 Masonry 
conditions glossary57, the tooling marks are only recorded where they are 
evident on more than 50% of the stone surface.
o Mineral inclusion is the presence of different accessory minerals as veins and 
phenocrysts in the parent stone. They are pre-existing, inherent characteristics 
of the stone. These mineral inclusions have different physical and chemical 
characteristics than the calcite/dolomite matrix of the stone. The difference in 
rates of thermal expansion-contraction or different mineral and chemical 
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compositions may contribute to the formation of incipient spalling or loss of 
the surface. But mineral inclusion itself cannot be listed as deterioration. 
Thus, in Approach 1, tooling marks and mineral inclusions are evaluated separately
from subtractive/additive conditions and repairs.  
The categorization of the deteriorating conditions and the repairs in three 
groups (subtractive, additive and repairs) as explained above will help us in 
understanding the extent of the areas showing weathered surfaces, deposits and the 
repair/treatments. It will also be helpful in establishing the possible relationships 
between subtractive and additive conditions as well as their relationship to pre-
existing conditions. The data evaluation for repairs and treatments will be necessary 
in looking at the performance of past repairs and treatments, which in turn may help 
in determining future approaches for the Second Bank building. The analysis of the 
patterns of the decay conditions as well as understanding the role of contributory 
damaging factors in deterioration, such as freeze-thaw cycles, thermal expansion-
contraction, air pollution and dampness will be possible by the systematic 
categorization of the conditions.  
4.3.2 Approach 2 Distribution of deteriorated stone surfaces depending 
on the percentage of the area covered by the subtractive/ additive 
conditions  
 By using first Approach, all the recorded conditions are studied by categorizing 
them in the groups of subtractive, additive, pre-existing conditions and repairs. Thus 
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the Approach 1 explains us the overall distribution and spread of each condition as 
well as the group of similar conditions on each elevation and also on the whole 
building. This approach also tells us about most and least deteriorated elevations 
overall. But it does not tell us the location and intensity of the deteriorated areas in 
detail which can be studied by using Approach 2.  
 The Approach 2 is helpful in understanding the spread as well as intensity of the 
deterioration on each stone surface. This approach also uses the same categories of 
the recorded conditions as used in the Approach 1. This method does not include 
repairs and treatments as they are not the deterioration processes affected the 
surfaces. All the weathering and loss conditions form the group of subtractive 
conditions. The additive conditions include all the conditions which result into 
depositing the particles/material on the surface. This approach considers all the 
conditions in subtractive as well as in additive groups as a single entity/condition. 
The areas of all the subtractive and additive conditions are merged into single 
entities of each group with the help of the tools from ArcMap.  
  Clipping of the merged areas of subtractive conditions and additive conditions 
divides these areas into deteriorated areas on every stone. The area calculation tool 
in ArcMap helps in calculating the total area affected by subtractive or additive 
conditions on each stone as well as the percentage of the deteriorated area on each 
stone to the total area of each stone. The further categorization of all the stones 
depends on the percentage of the area covered by subtractive or additive conditions. 
The categories of stones affected by subtractive or additive conditions are as follows 
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1. Stone surfaces with no conditions recorded 
2. 0% to 10% of the stone surface area covered by the conditions 
3. 10% to 30% of the stone surface area covered by the conditions 
4. 30% to 70% of the stone surface area covered by the conditions 
5. 70% to 90% of the stone surface area covered by the conditions 
6. 90% to 100% of the stone surface area covered by the conditions 
 These categories help in determining stones ranging from intensely 
deteriorated to stones totally free from subtractive or additive conditions. Amongst 
these stones, some stones are covered only by weathering conditions like contour 
scaling, friability/flaking and differential erosion which do not indicate immediate 
threat of repair/conservation. But, these stones need constant monitoring to 
understand their pattern to take preventive measures. Some stones have only 
dimensional loss or incipient spalling visible on them which may covers small area 
but may need immediate intervention. Therefore, it is also important to show the 
presence of dimensional loss and incipient spalling on the stone surfaces. In this 
study, a table represents the number of stones with loss or spalling or both on the 
elevations.   
Part 2 in Chart 1B-3 depicts the legend used for graphical representation of the 
data of Approach 2 and 3.  
4.3.3 Approach 3  Extent of individual conditions  
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 Approach 1 evaluates all 24 recorded conditions on all the elevations and on  
the building. It depends on the percentage of their areas to the elevation and  
building areas. 
 Approach 2 is based on the percentage of subtractive and additive conditions 
on each stone surface to the area of that stone.  
 Approach 3 uses the same group of subtractive conditions from Approach 1 
and 2. In addition to that, Approach 3 uses the categorization of subtractive 
conditions on the percentage of their area to the area of stone surface as used 
in Approach 2.  
 For Approach 3, number of subtractive conditions affecting every stone on 
each elevation is calculated. Those tables are used to describe the data. But 
they are not included in this study report but represented in the drawings. 
 In this way, an analysis of how many conditions are present on which stone 
and how much area they are covering is easier with this sub-approach. Finding 
answers of queries about relationships between subtractive conditions 
depending on which conditions are overlapping how many times and which 
conditions are appearing more together is also helpful with these calculations. 
 This Approach uses the same graphic representation used for Approach 2.  
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In this study, every pair (North-south wall, east-west wall, north-south columns and 
so on...) of architectural elements on the building is analyzed with the help of earlier 
mentioned series of graphs. Charts 1B-1a and 1B-1b show the colours and graphics to 
be used in the graphical representations of the observations and descriptions of the 
conditions (Approach 1, 2 and 3) in the next Chapter 5 Observations and 
interpretations. 
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Chapter 5 Observations and interpretations 
The archival documents at INHP suggest that the stone masonry of the Second 
Bank has displayed decay problems since construction in the early 19th century. 
Deterioration and repairs-conservation are documented in the archives as well as in 
the recent reports.58 Chapter 3 (Conservation and Construction History) of this thesis 
also cites references to these documents. As suggested in the archival documents, 
these attempts of conservation of deterioration were more or less localized to the 
damaged area or stone.  The well developed condition survey conducted in 1999 and 
2003 by the Architectural Conservation Laboratory (ACL) was the first detailed 
condition survey conducted on the entire building.  This survey not only recorded 
current conditions and archival research, but also identified past conditions wherever 
possible.
The interpretation of deteriorating conditions and repairs with the help of 
graphs and drawings provides us clearer picture to further analyze their behavioral 
pattern so as to determine the remedial and preventive conservation measures. This 
chapter presents an interpretation of the conditions and repairs done mapped using 
Approach 1. 
5.1 Distribution of total surface area  
The total recorded surface area of the building is 32,155 sq.ft. and includes all 
stone surfaces. As stated earlier, these surfaces are divided into two distinct groups 
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for this analysis, i.e. vertical surfaces and horizontal surfaces. The vertical surfaces 
include columns, pediments, entablature faces and stair risers. The horizontal 
surfaces such as ceilings (ceilings of the pediment), soffits (ground facing side of the 
entablature faces) and stair treads. These surfaces are then divided on the basis of the 
cardinal directions as suggested in Chart 1A-1b.
5.2 Approach 1 
As mentioned in Chapter 4 Methodology, the exterior surfaces of the Second 
Bank are divided into deteriorated area and non deteriorated area which are shown in 
table (5.1). They are also graphically represented in the figure 1 in Chart 1C-1a. 
Table 5.1 Distribution of areas on the whole building 
Total area of the building
(sq.feet) 
Deteriorated area 
(sq.feet) 
Non-deteriorated area 
(sq.feet) 
32,155.1 14,495.8 17,659.3 
100% 45.1% 54.9% 
Chart 1C-1a represents the deteriorated and non-deteriorated areas found on 
every elevation and also on the whole building. The Figure 2 compares the 
deteriorated areas of two opposite surfaces of each architectural element on the 
building i.e., north-south walls, east-west walls. Figure 3 in Chart 1C-1a shows the 
deteriorated areas on the vertical and horizontal elevations.  As shown in the graph, 
the south entablature face shows the largest percentage of deterioration (80.2%) on 
all the elevations (vertical and horizontal). The north risers have 97.9% of this intact 
surface, also making them the best preserved architectural element of the building. 
The four walls, which are the largest vertical surfaces on the building besides the 
column areas, have less than 50% of total deterioration or repairs. The south stairs, 
south ceiling and north soffit have more deteriorated areas than the other horizontal 
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surfaces. The interpretation of deteriorating conditions is further discussed while 
describing the observations for each wall in detail. 
Also as mentioned in Chapter 4 Methodology, deteriorated areas are further 
sub-divided into subtractive, additive conditions and repairs. Chart 1C-1b provides 
the spread of each category (subtractive, additive conditions and repairs) within the 
deteriorated area on each elevation. Figure 1 in Chart 1C-1b shows the distribution of 
conditions within the deteriorated area for the overall building. Figure 2 shows the 
comparison of conditions between two cardinally opposite directions. Figure 3 
represents elevations arranged in increasing order of the areas of subtractive 
conditions. Subtractive conditions are directly responsible for or the resultant of 
weathering and other deterioration of the structure. As can be seen in the graph, the 
south ceiling has the smallest amount of weathering (1.1%) visible on the horizontal 
surfaces and also on the whole building. The largest area of subtractive conditions 
visible on the vertical surfaces as well as on the whole building is on the west wall 
(91.7%). The largest area of additive conditions is also visible on the south ceiling 
with 98.9% of the elevation area and south entablature face with 97% of the elevation 
area. Both the surfaces have the least amount of subtractive conditions on horizontal 
and vertical surfaces respectively. 
The detailed description of the conditions in various groups (subtractive, 
additive and repairs) on each elevation is presented further in this chapter, while pre-
existing conditions like tooling marks and mineral inclusions are described 
separately. 
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5.2.1 Pre-existing conditions  
Two conditions among the recorded 24 conditions cannot be part of 
subtractive or additive conditions and repairs. They are neither the resultant of any 
weathering process nor deposits. Mineral inclusions and tooling marks were present 
on the building as before deterioration processes started acting on the building. Thus 
these conditions are evaluated separately under the tag of pre-existing conditions. 
a) Tooling marks As an indication of a preserved surface, tooling marks can be 
important to understand the extent of deteriorated surfaces. Sometimes, these 
surfaces can be overlapped by small degrees of deterioration. 
o The Graph (5.1) shows the percentages of area on which tooling marks are still 
visible in relation to the surface area of whole building. The Graph (5.2) 
suggests percentage of the area of tooling marks to total area of each elevation 
on the building. The north and south walls still have large areas of visible 
tooling marks. They are also visible on the surfaces of the east and west walls 
as well as south risers.
o The largest amount of tooling marks amongst all the surfaces of the building is 
found on the south risers (94.4% of the total surface area of the elevation). 
Tooling marks are largely visible on the relatively protected areas. Therefore, 
the north wall (64.9% of the total surface area of the elevation) and south wall 
(67.6% of the total surface area of the elevation) show a large percentage of 
tooling marks as these surfaces are not directly exposed to the weather. They 
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are protected by the porticos. The east and west walls also show tooling marks, 
on 20% and 12% of their elevation areas respectively. 
Graph 5.1 Distribution of tooling marks on the whole building. 
Graph 5.2 Distribution of tooling marks on every elevation 
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o The areas like columns, pediments, entablature faces and stairs that are not 
protected show less percentage of the tooling marks. (as shown in the Figure 
5.1 and Figure 5.2) 
b) Mineral inclusion
Mineral inclusions are intrinsic characteristics of the crystalline lime stones. 
Thus, they cannot be added in the group of additive or deposition conditions. Mineral 
inclusions may also work as a contributory factor responsible for the incipient 
spalling. Incipient spalling is also visible on the south and north columns. It can be 
observed that the areas of incipient spalling overlap with the areas of mineral 
inclusion on the columns.
o As evident in Figure 5.3, 54.7% of the mineral inclusions (considering their 
area on the whole building) are present on the south columns, followed by 
26.8% of the mineral inclusions (considering the whole building) on the north 
columns. All other elevations as shown in the Figure 5.3 share smaller 
percentages of the inclusions present on the building. 
o The elevations like south wall, north entablature face, north reflected ceiling 
are devoid of any mineral inclusions.   
o Figure 5.4 shows the percentages of the areas displaying mineral inclusions 
relative to the surface area of the elevation. This provides an overall picture of 
what percentage of the total area of each elevation has mineral inclusions. 
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o The north columns and south columns show a considerable amount of mineral 
inclusions (5.8% and 11.8% of total area of the columns respectively). 
Figure 5.3 Distribution of the areas of mineral inclusions on each elevation in relation to 
inclusions present on the entire building 
Figure 5.4 Distribution of the areas of mineral inclusions in relation to the area of each 
elevation on the building 
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o Mineral inclusions are present in small quantities on other elevations as 
shown in Figure 5.4.   
The subtractive and additive conditions along with previous conservation and repair 
attempts on each elevation are described further in this chapter.  
5.3 Observations 
The observations for elevations using Approach 1 are described with the help of the 
graphs and drawings in this section. The methodology of Approach 1 is explained in 
the Chapter 4 Methodology. 
In this chapter, observations are focused the area calculations for pairs consisting of 
two opposite sides of every architectural element. This will help in an analysis of 
opposite surfaces. As mentioned in Chapter 3 Project Overview, the conditions on the 
north and west elevations were recorded in 1999 and the conditions on the south and 
east elevations were recorded in 2003 by two different teams. Therefore this pairing 
also indicates any differences between the two surveys. 
As mentioned in Chapter 4 Methodology, three sets of figures/ charts represent the 
total observations on the pair of elevations. The drawings are helpful in 
understanding the extent of the deterioration and repairs.  
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5.3.1. North and South Wall (refer to Charts 2C-1a, 2C-1b and 2D-1a).
The north and south walls are exactly similar surfaces. They are protected by a 
portico and 8 columns on both the north and south sides. The main entrance to the 
building is from the north side, which faces Chestnut Street, a busy vehicular road. 
An open space separates the south side from Walnut Street. The south wall always 
gets a good amount of sunshine and rain. But, due to direct sunlight, 
water/dampness does not remain long on the south wall. On the contrary, the north 
wall does not get any direct sunlight, thus dampness may remain longer on the north 
wall.   
 The north wall covers 2,556.2 sq. feet or 7.9 % of total surface area of the 
building. The south wall covers almost the same percentage, i.e. 7.7% (2,480.2 
sq feet), of total surface area of the building.
 The north wall has 42.7% of its area affected by deterioration or previous 
repairs as compared to just 29.3% of the area of the south wall. Thus, the north 
wall has 57.3%  of the area which is free from any kind of deterioration. The 
south wall has 70.7% of the area free from deterioration.
 The total deteriorated area on the north wall consists of 48.8% area covered by 
additive conditions, 33.6% by subtractive conditions and 17.6% by repairs. The 
deteriorated area on the south wall includes 49.2% of repairs, 42.2% of 
subtractive conditions and 8.8% of additive conditions. 
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i) Subtractive conditions (North wall 33.6% and south wall 42.2%) 
a) North wall Of the all the subtractive conditions on the north wall, 
contour scaling is the most prevalent condition. Area of contour scaling is 
74.9% of the total area of subtractive conditions. Friability/flaking covers 
20.9% of the area on the east side corner. Other subtractive conditions 
visible on the north wall are differential erosion, dimensional loss, 
incipient spalling and deformation/displacement in descending order. 
b) South wall Friability/flaking are visible on 66.2% of the total area 
affected by subtractive conditions. Contour scaling covers 23.1% and 
differential erosion covers 9.4%. Dimensional loss and incipient spalling 
are also subtractive conditions visible on the south wall. 
o Cracks and failed joints (North wall 29% and south wall 70%) 
a) North wall Deteriorated mortars form 38% of the total length of cracks 
and failed joints. The length of open joints is 34.4% of the total length. 
Major cracks are not a prominent crack type on the north or south walls. 
These cracks can also be seen on the north wall in small quantity. 
Moderate cracks, which are less than 1/8” in width, are prominent on the 
north wall. Moderate cracks are 26.5% of the total length.  
b) South wall The south wall does not have any cracks but many joints 
show deterioration (76.8% of total length of cracks and failed joints) or 
the joints have lost mortar (23.2% of total length of cracks and failed  
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joints).
ii) Additive conditions (North wall 48.8% and south wall 8.8%)  
a) North wall Staining covers 98.5% of the total area of additive 
conditions. Encrustation is also recorded on the north wall in small 
quantity.
b) South wall Encrustation covering 94.4% of the total additive conditions 
area is the predominant additive condition visible on the frames of 
windows and doors of the south wall. It cannot get washed away totally 
by the rainwater due to the protection provided by the pediment and the 
columns. Micro-flora, salt efflorescence and staining are the other 
additive conditions visible on the south wall. 
iii) Repairs (North wall 17.6% and South wall 42.8%) 
a) North wall Stone replacements consist of 93.6% of total repairs done 
on the north wall. Stone redressing is 2.8% and previous coating is 3.1% 
of total additive conditions. Composite repairs and stone dutchman can 
also be seen on the north wall in small quantity. 
b) South wall Stone replacement is prominently visible on the south wall 
also, similar to north wall. It covers 72.2% of the total area of repairs. 
Stone redressing is 19.4% and previous coating is 8.1% of the total area 
covered by repairs and treatments. Stone dutchman, composite repairs
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and sealant repairs are the other repairs and treatments on the south
wall. 
o Cracks and joints repairs (North wall 71% and south wall 30%) 
a) North wall Repointing forms 95.2% of the total length of cracks and 
joint repairs. Crack fillings are visible on 4.8% of the joints.
b) South wall Repointing is 18.3% and cracks fillings are 81.7% of the total 
length of cracks and joints repairs. 
iv) Pre-existing conditions (refer to Graphs 5.2 and 5.4) 
As shown Graph 5.2, the tooling marks are still visible on the 64.9% area of 
the north wall and 67.7% of area on the south wall. Graph 5.4 shows, 
mineral inclusions visible in minimal quantity on the north wall. These are 
absent on the south wall. 
 Chart 2D-1a represents the comparisons of all the conditions visible on the 
north and south wall surfaces.  
 Interpretation As mentioned earlier, the north wall receives little or almost 
no direct sunlight due to the protection by the pediment and the columns. This 
may lead to prolonged dampness on the north elevation. The north wall 
remains wet for a longer period and undergoes repetitive freeze-thaw cycles 
during winter.  The water enters into the micro-pores of the stone. When water 
freezes and expands. This expansion applies internal pressure on the pores. 
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Thus, micro-fissures are formed due to the freeze-thaw cycles which can lead 
to friability/flaking, contour scaling on the surface. This can be the reason for 
the presence of contour scaling and friability/ flaking on the north wall. In this 
manner, the freeze/thaw cycles generate micro-fissures, flaking and contour 
scaling. Additive conditions like staining, micro-flora also need the presence of 
water. Thus, the north wall shows more deposition than south wall.
The south wall receives direct rain as well as direct sunlight, unlike the north 
wall. Stone expands when it absorbs water and shrinks as it dries. The regular 
heating and cooling of stone (thermal expansion and contraction) can cause 
stresses and micro-fractures in and along mineral grains. Water in the pores 
produces thermal stresses. The coefficient of expansion and contraction can 
eventually lead to surface flaking. The presence of the conditions like contour 
scaling, friability/flaking and differential erosion on the south wall is 
indicative of above actions.  
 Drawings The deterioration and repairs visible on the surfaces of north and 
south walls are shown in drawings 2a-1a and 2b-1a.
5.3.2 North and south columns (refer to Charts 2C-2a, 2C-2b and 2D-2).
Although analysis of dimensional loss, incipient spalling and major cracks on the 
north and south columns was done for the RFP59 by the Architectural Conservation 
Laboratory in 2005, this study will still include the calculations of these conditions as 
part of the deterioration visible on the surface. 
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 North and south columns accounts for 2,782.5 sq.ft and 2,782.7 sq.ft, 
respectively, making the north columns 8.7% and south columns 8.7% of the 
whole surface of the building.
 The deteriorated area visible on the north columns is 43.9% and on the south 
columns is 67.5%. Thus, the area free from deterioration on the north columns 
is 56.1% and on south columns 32.5%.  
 The area covered by subtractive conditions visible on the north columns is 
77.8% while the area on south columns is 35.6%. Additive conditions are 
distributed over 22% of the north columns and 21.6% of the south columns. 
The repairs done to treat the deterioration on the north columns cover 0.2% 
and 42.8% on the south columns. 
i) Subtractive conditions (North columns 77.8% and south columns 35.6%)
a) North columns Out of the area covered by subtractive conditions on the 
north columns, 29.8% is contour scaling. The condition of 
friability/flaking is distributed over 15.9%. Differential erosion covers 
22.1% of the area covered by subtractive conditions. Surface detachment 
or incipient spalling is visible on 9.9% area. Total surface loss is 16.2% of 
the area covered by subtractive conditions. Network of fine cracking 
occupies 6.1% of total subtractive conditions.  
b) South columns The area of friability/flaking and differential erosion is 
equal, i.e., each covering 22.5% of the area of total subtractive conditions. 
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Contour scaling is visible on 12.6% of total subtractive conditions. 
Dimensional loss is visible on 14.7% and incipient spalling is visible on 
8.9% of the area covered by total subtractive conditions. Network of 
cracking occupies 18.8% of total subtractive conditions.  
o Cracks and failed joints (North columns 99% and south columns 94%) 
a) North columns Moderate cracks are 76.8% of the total of cracks and 
failed joints. Major cracks are 18.6% and open joints are 5% of this total 
amount.
b) South columns Open joints form the major portion, i.e. 40.3%, and 
deteriorated mortars forms 40.3% of the total amount of cracks and failed 
joints. Major cracks are 22.5% and moderate cracks 6.5% of the total length 
of cracks and failed joints.
ii) Additive conditions (North columns 22% and south columns 21.6%) 
a) North columns Staining or discoloration is the only additive conditions 
visible on all the north columns. 
b) South columns Discoloration or staining (77.9%) is the most 
prominently visible additive condition, particularly on the 5th and 6th south 
columns. Encrustation is distributed over all the south columns covering 
21.3% of additive conditions. On these south columns, encrustation is 
prominently visible near the joints of uppermost drums and capitals. Large 
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encrustation deposits can also be seen on the north and west sides of the 7th
and 8th south columns. A small amount of salt efflorescence (0.8%) is seen 
on the 1st, 2nd and capitals of 3rd column, which is part of the additive 
conditions.  
iii) Repairs (North columns 0.2% and south columns 42.8%) 
a) North columns Composite repairs and stone dutchman form a small 
percentage of repairs on the north columns.  
b) South columns A major portion of repairs on the south columns 
constitute stone redressing (56.6%) and previous coatings (42.7%). Sealant 
repairs (0.4%) and composite repairs (0.3%) are also part of this group.     
o Crack and joints repairs (North columns 1% and south columns 6%) 
o North columns Repointing and crack fillings constitute crack and joint 
repairs on the north columns.  
o South columns Crack fillings are the only repairs done on the south 
columns.
iv) Pre-existing conditions (refer to Graphs 5.2 and 5.4)
Only 2.4% of the total area of the north columns show tooling marks, but the 
surface areas of the south columns do not have any remnants of tooling marks. 
The south columns have the largest percentage of the mineral inclusions in the 
stone, 11.8% of the total surface area of the columns shows mineral inclusions.  
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The north columns show 5.8% covered by mineral inclusions.
 Graph 2D-2 represents the comparisons of all the conditions visible on the 
north and south column surfaces.
 Interpretation The north and south columns contain the largest surface area 
after the east and west walls. The stones of the columns are the only elements 
in the building which have more than one or two surfaces exposed to the 
weather. These stones are also directly responsible for supporting the 
structural load of the north and south porticos. Therefore, direct exposure to 
the weather as well as structural loads may have contributed to the formation 
of vertical running cracks of various widths as well as large patches of surface 
detachment or surface loss along the joints of the column drums.  
The area covered by spalling and dimensional loss on the columns is the 
largest on the building. Incipient spalling and loss of the surface due to 
spalling is considered as a mechanical damage resulted due to the release of an 
induced stress. Micro-cracks introduced during quarrying process, thermal 
expansion co-efficient of calcium crystals and other mineral inclusions as well 
as effects of freeze-thaw cycling, pollutants in the environment contribute to 
the formation of spalling and then surface loss. Weak metamorphism of the 
Pennsylvania marble as well as different physical characteristics of mineral 
inclusions like muscovite, graphite and quartz exacerbates the formation.  
The repairs and treatments on the south columns are more than on the  
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north columns. RFP (Request for Proposal for the treatment of insipient 
spalling on the north and south portico column) was made in 2005 for the 
treatments of the incipient spalling on the south columns after the 2003 
survey.    
 Drawings The deterioration and repairs visible on the surface of north and 
south columns are shown in drawings 2A-1a and 2B-1a.  
5.3.3 North and south pediments (refer to Charts 2C-3a, 2C-3b and 2D-3).
The pediments are the front, triangular shaped elevations of the canopies supported 
by rows of columns. 
 The area of the north pediments is 1317.5sq.ft. It represents 4.1% of the total 
area of the building. The area of the south pediment is 1317sq.ft. It also 
represents 4.1% of the total area of the building. 
 The north pediment has 60.7% deteriorating area, 39.3% is unaffected by any 
deterioration. 68.7% of area on the south pediment is deteriorated and 31.3% 
is free from any deterioration. 
 Of the deteriorated area on the north pediment, 75.5% of the area is occupied 
by subtractive conditions, while 23.1% of the area is covered by additive 
conditions and 1.4% of the area is covered by repairs.  On the south pediment, 
the deteriorated area is divided into 7.2% subtractive conditions, 39.5% 
additive conditions and 53.3% repairs.  
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i) Subtractive conditions (North pediment 75.5% and south pediment 7.2%) 
a) North pediment Friability/flaking covers 58.7% of the area affected by 
subtractive conditions, 35.3% of the area is covered by contour scaling, 
while differential erosion covers only 2.8% of the area. Unlike the north 
columns, dimensional loss covers 0.9% and incipient spalling covers 2.3% 
of the total area of subtractive conditions on the north pediments. 
b) South pediment Differential erosion (91%) accounts for the major 
portion of the deteriorated areas on the south pediment. Contour scaling 
and friability/flaking are visible in very small amounts, 3.4% and 2.1% 
respectively. Dimensional loss is visible on 3% of the area covered by 
subtractive conditions on the south pediment, while incipient spalling 
covers a very negligible area of 0.3%. 
o Cracks and failed joints (North pediment 32% and south pediment 100%) 
a) North pediment Joints losses (open joints, 37.7%) and deterioration 
(deteriorated mortars, 33.6%) form a major portion of the total amount of 
cracks and failed joints. Moderate cracks form 26.3% and major cracks form 
2.7% of the total length of cracks and failed joints.  
b) South pediment Major cracks are visible over 70.2% of the total amount of 
the cracks and failed joints, while moderate cracks are only 4.5%. Deteriorated 
mortars, 2.7% and open joints, 22.8% are also part of the total length of cracks 
and failed joints on the south pediment.  
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ii) Additive conditions (North pediment 23.1% and South pediment 39.5%)
a) North pediment Staining or discoloration covers 78.6% of the total area 
of additive conditions visible on the north pediment. Micro-flora is 
distributed on 20.5% of the additive conditions. Only 0.8% of the area is 
occupied by encrustation 
b) South pediment Similar to the north pediment, staining is the most 
prominent additive condition on the south pediment. Encrustation covers 
7.5% and efflorescence is visible on 2.4% of the total area covered by 
additive conditions on the south pediment. 
iii) Repairs (North pediment 1.4% and south pediment 53.3%) 
a) North pediment Out of the small repaired areas on the north pediment, 
stone redressing covers 40.4% and previous coatings cover 45.4% of the 
area. Composite repairs (8.3%) and chemical bird repellent with 5.9% are 
also visible on the north pediment. 
b) South pediment Repairs and treatments form the major category of 
conditions visible on the south pediment. Stone redressing covers 97% and 
previous coatings cover 3% of those repairs on the south pediment. 
o Cracks and joints repairs (North pediment 68% and south pediment0%) 
a) North pediment Repointing occupies 99.2% of the total length of cracks 
and joint repairs, while the remaining 0.8% is filled. 
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b) South pediment No cracks or joint repairs are visible on the south 
pediment.
iv) Pre-existing conditions (refer to Graphs 5.2 and 5.4)
The north and south pediment do not exhibit any signs of tooling marks. These 
are the surfaces which are directly exposed to the weather. Thus, they do not 
show any intact surfaces. Only the south pediment shows 1.4% of its area 
covered by pre-existed mineral inclusions. The inclusions are totally absent 
from the north pediment.
 Graph 2D-3 represents the comparisons of all the conditions visible on the 
north and south column surfaces.
 Interpretation North and south pediments are directly exposed to the 
weather. They are not protected by other element. Thus, both surfaces show a 
large amount of deterioration. Subtractive conditions, particularly 
friability/flaking and contour scaling cover greater areas on the north 
pediment than south pediment. But repairs done on the south pediment cover 
larger areas than the areas of repairs on the north pediment.   
 Drawings The deterioration and repairs visible on the surface of the north 
and south pediment are shown in drawings 2A- 3a and 2B-3a.
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5.3.4 North and south entablature faces (refer to Charts 2C-4a, 2C-4b and 2D-
4).
 The north and south entablature faces comprise 286.1sq.ft.each or 1.8% of the 
total area of the building.
 The deteriorated area on the north entablature face is 7.1% of the total surface 
area, the remaining 92.9% area is not deteriorated.  The deteriorated area on the 
south entablature face is 80.2%, thus the remaining 19.8% is not deteriorated. 
 The deteriorated area of the north entablature face is divided into three 
categories subtractive conditions (covering 17.3% of total deteriorated area). 
Additive conditions (82.4%) and repairs (0.2%). While the deteriorated area on 
the south entablature face includes subtractive conditions covering 2.6% of the 
area, additive conditions covers 97% sand repairs cover 0.3% of the total 
deteriorated area. 
i) Subtractive conditions (North entablature face 17.3% and south entablature 
face 2.6%) 
a) North entablature face Dimensional loss and incipient spalling are the only 
subtractive conditions visible on the north entablature face.  
b) South entablature face Small areas covered by friability/flaking, contour 
scaling and differential erosion are the only subtractive conditions visible on 
the south entablature face. 
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o Cracks and failed joints (North entablature face 100% and south 
entablature face 100%)
a) North entablature face Only moderate cracks are visible on the north 
entablature face.
b) South entablature face Open joints form the largest portion i.e., 
(45.6%) of the total length of the cracks and failed joints. The moderate 
cracks account for 44.5% and length of the deteriorated mortars are 9.9% 
of the total length.
ii) Additive conditions (North entablature face 82.4% and south entablature 
face 97%) 
a) North entablature face - Staining covers 99.6% of the area occupied by 
additive conditions on the north entablature face.  
b) South entablature face - 98% area is covered by staining or discoloration.  
Only 2% is covered by encrustation. 
iii) Repairs (North entablature face 0.2% and south entablature face 0.3%) 
a) North entablature face - Only composite repairs done on the north 
entablature face are recorded and visible. 
b) South entablature face - On the south entablature faces also, only 
composite repairs are visible and recorded.
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o Cracks and joint repairs No cracks or joints repairs are recorded on the 
north and south entablature face. 
iv) Pre-existed conditions (refer to Graphs 5.2 and 5.4) 
Tooling marks are not visible on the north and south entablature faces. The 
south entablature face has only 1% of its area covered by mineral inclusion. 
North entablature face does not have any mineral inclusions.  
 Graph 2D-4 represents the comparisons of all the conditions visible on the 
north and south entablature faces. 
 Interpretation The north entablature face is one of the least deteriorated 
elements and the south entablature face is one of the most deteriorated 
surfaces on the building.
 Drawings The deterioration and repairs visible on the surface of the north 
and south entablature faces are shown in the drawings 2A-4a and 2B-4a.  
5.3.5 North and south risers (refer to Charts 2C-5a, 2C-5b and 2D-5).
 The north risers cover 551 sq.ft and the south risers cover 608.9. Therefore, 
the area covered by the north risers is 1.7% and area of the south risers is 1.9% 
of the total area of the building.
 The deterioration on the north risers is just 2.5% of the total area of the north 
risers. The remaining area of 97.5% is free from deterioration. The 
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deterioration on the south risers is 20% of the total area of the south risers, 
thus the remaining area of 80% is does not show any deterioration.
 The deterioration on the north risers includes additive conditions (92%), 
subtractive conditions (7%) and repairs (1%). Repairs on the south risers cover 
73% of the total deteriorated area. Additive conditions cover 20.5% of area and 
subtractive conditions cover 6.5% of the deteriorated conditions on the south 
risers.
i) Subtractive conditions (North risers 7% and south risers 6.5%)
a) North risers Contour scaling is the only condition visible on the north 
risers.
b) South risers Differential erosion covers 40.3% of the area and 
friability/flaking covers 31.5% of the total area of subtractive conditions 
on the south risers. Deformation/displacement can be seen on 19.3% of 
the area. Dimensional loss is visible on 6.6% of the area and incipient 
spalling is visible on the 2.3% of the subtractive conditions.
o Cracks and failed joints (North risers 42% and south risers 100%) 
a) North risers Moderate cracks account for 79.1% and open joints are 
20.9% of the total length of cracks and failed joints on the north risers.
b) South risers Major cracks (48%) form the largest portion of the total 
length of cracks and failed joints on the south risers. The length of open 
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joints is 31%, moderate cracks 8.1% and deteriorated mortars is 12.9% of 
the total length of cracks and failed joints on the south risers. 
ii) Additive conditions (North risers 92% and South risers 20.5%) 
a) North risers Microflora is the largest additive condition on the north 
risers. It covers 92% of the total area of additive conditions. Encrustation 
and animal or insect activity cover around 3% of the area each.
b) South risers Encrustation is the largest visible additive condition on the 
south risers as it covers 71% of the total area of additive conditions. 
Staining or discoloration is visible on the 24% of the area covered by 
additive conditions, while salt efflorescence is visible on the 4.6% of the 
area. A small amount of micro-flora is also visible on the south risers.  
iii) Repairs (North risers 1% and south risers 73%) 
a) North risers (1%) Stone dutchman is the only repair done on the north 
risers.
b) South risers (73%) Stone redressing covers 98.8% of the repairs visible 
on the south risers. Some areas with repairs like stone dutchman and 
composite repairs can also be seen.
o Cracks and joints repairs (North risers 68% and south risers 0%) 
a) North risers Repointing is the only repair done in the past on the north 
risers under the category of cracks and joint repairs. 
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b) South risers There are no repairs recorded on the south risers.  
iv) Pre-existing conditions (refer to Graphs 5.4 and 5.6) 
The south risers have the largest amount of tooling marks visible among all the 
architectural surfaces on the building. 94.5% of the area of the south risers has 
tooling marks still visible. The north risers have 20.1% of the area still covered 
by tooling marks. The north and south risers have less than 1% of area covered 
by mineral inclusions.
 Graph 2D-5 represents the comparisons of all the conditions visible on the 
north and south risers.
 Interpretation The north risers are the least deteriorated surfaces. Additive 
conditions cover more area than subtractive conditions on both the 
surfaces. The presence of water can be the reason behind this which is 
accelerating micro-flora growth, encrustation and salt efflorescence.  
 Drawings The deterioration and repairs visible on the surface of north and 
south risers are shown in drawings 2A-5a and 2B-5a.  
5.3.6 North and south stairs (refer to Graphs 2C-6a, 2C-6b and 2D-6).
The area covered by the north stairs is 1875.4sq.ft. It is 5.8% of the area of the total 
area of the building. The area covered by the south stairs is 1874.7sq.ft. This also 
covers 5.8% of the total area of the building.
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 The deteriorated area on the north stairs is 14.7% and the remaining area of 
85.3% is free from any deterioration. The deteriorated area of the south stairs 
is 55.2% and the remaining non-deteriorated area is 44.8% of the total area of 
the south stairs. 
 Subtractive conditions on the north stairs cover 87.2% of the total deteriorated 
area on the north stairs. The group of additive conditions covers 7.4% and 
repairs cover 5.4% of the area from the deteriorated area on the north stairs. 
The south stairs display 83.6% of the area covered by subtractive conditions, 
15.5% is covered by additive conditions and just 0.9% is covered by repairs out 
of the total deteriorated area. 
i) Subtractive conditions (North stairs 87.2% and south stairs 83.6%) 
a) North stairs Out of the total area covered by subtractive conditions on 
the north stairs, 97.6% of the area is covered by contour scaling. 
Friability/flaking and differential erosion are the other two erosive 
conditions present on the north stairs in minor quantity. Dimensional loss
and incipient spalling are also visible in small amount. 
b) South stairs Differential erosion is the most prominent subtractive 
condition on the south stairs with 75.4% area out of the total area of 
subtractive conditions visible on the surface. Contour scaling is visible on 
22.3% of the subtractive conditions; dimensional loss is 1.75%; and 
incipient spalling is 0.5% of the total subtractive conditions. 
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ii) Cracks and failed joints (North stairs 39% and south stairs 32%) 
a) North stairs The total length of cracks and failed joints can be divided 
into; moderate cracks which cover 52.4% and major cracks which cover 
2.5% of the total length. Open joints cover 35.3% and deteriorated mortars 
cover 9.8% of the total length.
b) South stairs Deteriorated mortars form 35% and open joints form 33.9% 
of the total length of cracks and failed joints on the south stairs. Major 
cracks are 9% and moderate cracks are 21.6% of the total length.  
iii) Additive condition (North stairs 7.4% and south stairs 15.5%) 
a) North stairs Micro-flora is visible on 53.1% of the area and staining on 
46.9% of the area occupied by the total additive conditions on the north 
stairs.
b) South stairs Encrustation covers 97.7% of the additive conditions on the 
south stairs. Other minor recorded conditions are micro-flora and staining. 
iv) Repairs (North stairs 5.4% and south stairs 0.9%) 
a) North stairs Composite repairs cover 53% and stone dutchman 47% of 
the area covered by repairs and treatments on the north stairs. 
b) South stairs Composite repairs, stone dutchman and stone replacement 
are the repairs visible on the south stairs. Sealant repairs and stone 
redressing can also be seen in small amount. 
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v) Cracks and joints repairs (North stairs 61% and south stairs 68%)   
a) North stairs Repointing covers 92% length and crack fillings 8% of the 
total length of cracks and repairs recorded on the north stairs. 
b) South stairs Repointing covers 88.8% and cracks fillings are visible on 
the remaining 11.2% of the cracks and joint repairs on the south stairs.  
vi) Pre-existing conditions (refer to Figures 5.4 and 5.6) 
The north and south stairs represents a very small area in, on which tooling 
marks are   visible. Less than 1% of the area of the north and south stairs is 
covered by mineral inclusions. 
 Graph 2D-6 represents the comparisons of all the conditions visible on the 
north and south entablature faces. 
 Interpretation The north and south stairs are the largest horizontal 
surfaces. The north stairs are less deteriorated than south stairs. 
 Drawings The deterioration and repairs visible on the surface of the north 
and south entablature faces are shown in the drawings 2A-6a and 2B-6a.
5.3.7 North and south portico ceiling (refer to Charts 2C-7a, 2C-7b and 2D-7).
 The north and south portico ceiling comprise 953.7sq.ft.each or 6% of the total 
area of the building.
 Deteriorated area recorded on the north portico ceiling is 10.4% of the ceiling,  
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while remaining 80.6% is free from deterioration. 72.3% of the south ceiling is
deteriorated. Remaining 27.7% of the area is not affected by any deterioration.   
 Deteriorated area on the north portico ceiling includes 75.5% of the area 
covered by additive conditions and 23.1% of the area covered by subtractive 
conditions. While, deteriorated area on the south portico ceiling include 98.9% 
of the area covered by additive conditions as well as just 1.1% of the area 
covered by subtractive conditions. 
i) Subtractive conditions (North portico ceiling 23.4% and south portico 
ceiling 1.1%) 
a) North portico ceiling Contour scaling covers 55% and differential 
erosion covers 36% of subtractive conditions on the north ceiling. 
Dimensional loss is 6.2% and incipient spalling is 2.5% of subtractive 
conditions. 
b) South portico ceiling Friability/flaking, differential erosion and network 
of fine cracks are the only visible and recorded subtractive conditions on 
the south portico ceiling. 
ii) Cracks and joints repairs (North portico ceiling 20% and south portico 
ceiling 0%) 
a) North portico ceiling Repointing occupies 89.2% and crack fillings 
occupy 10.8% of the total amount of the cracks and joints repairs. 
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b) South portico ceiling There is no record of any repairs or treatments on  
the south portico ceiling.
iii) Additive conditions (North portico ceiling 76.6% and south portico 
ceiling 98.9%) 
a) North portico ceiling Staining is the only additive condition visible on 
the north portico ceiling.
b) South portico ceiling Similar to the north ceiling, staining is the 
predominant condition on the south ceiling. It occupies 97.6% of additive 
conditions. Other recorded conditions are salt efflorescence 1.7% and 
encrustation, 0.7% of the total additive conditions on the south ceiling. 
iv) Repairs 
No repairs were ever recorded on the north and south portico ceiling. 
v) Pre-existed conditions (refer to Graphs 5.4 and 5.6) 
The north and south portico ceiling do not have any signs of tooling marks on 
their surfaces. The north and south portico also do not show the presence of 
mineral inclusions.  
 Graph 2D-7 represents the comparisons of all the conditions visible on the 
north and south entablature faces. 
 Interpretation The portico ceilings are the most protected surfaces on the 
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building. As similar to the other north surfaces, the north portico ceiling is
the least deteriorated surface than the south ceiling. 
 Drawings The deterioration and repairs visible on the surface of north and 
south entablature faces are shown in drawings 2A-7a and 2B-7a.
5.3.8 North and south soffit  (refer to Charts 2C-8a, 2C-8b and 2D-8). 
 The north and south soffits cover 216.4sq.ft area each which is equal to 1.4% of 
the total area of the building. 
 The north soffit has 51.9% of its area which is deteriorated and remaining 
48.1% is free from any signs of deterioration. While, the south soffit has 16.4% 
deteriorated area and 83.6% non-deteriorated area. 
 Deteriorated area on the north soffit is divided into 76.1% of subtractive 
conditions and 16.4% of additive conditions. While, the south soffit includes 
50.1% of subtractive conditions and 49.9% of additive conditions visible on its 
surface.
i) Subtractive conditions (North soffit 76.1% and south soffit 50.1%) 
a) North soffit Contour scaling covers 42% and differential erosion covers 
22.5% of the total area subtractive conditions recorded on the north soffit. 
Out of the remaining area of subtractive conditions, friability covers 
18.3%; dimensional loss covers 14.6% incipient spalling covers just 2.6% of
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the area. 
b) South soffit Differential erosion and dimensional loss are the only 
subtractive conditions visible on the south soffit. 
ii) Additive conditions (North soffit 16.4% and south soffit 49.9%) 
a) North soffit The group of additive conditions on the north soffit includes 
only staining and micro-flora.  
b) South soffit Encrustation is the only additive condition visible on the 
south soffit. 
iii) Repairs No repairs or treatments done in the past are recorded on the 
north or south soffit. 
iv) Cracks and failed joints (North soffit 100% and south soffit 0%) 
a) North soffit Major cracks, moderate cracks and open joints form the total 
length of the cracks and failed joins.
b) South soffit The south soffit does not have any signs of cracking and loss 
of joints. 
v) Cracks and joint repairs (North soffit 100% and south soffit 0%) 
a) North soffit Repointing is the only repair done on the north soffit.  
b) South soffit There are no records of any repairs or treatments on the 
south soffit. 
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vi) Pre-existed conditions (refer to Graphs 5.4 and 5.6) 
The north and south soffits do not have any signs of tooling marks. Mineral 
inclusion is completely absent from both the surfaces. 
 Graph 2D-8 represents the comparisons of all the conditions visible on the 
north and south entablature faces. 
 Interpretation Soffit is the smallest element on the building. Unlike other 
surfaces but only similar to walls, the north soffit is more deteriorated than 
the south soffit. 
 Drawings The deterioration and repairs visible on the surface of north and 
south entablature faces are shown in drawings 2A-8a and 2B-8a.
5.3.9 East and West wall (refer to Chart 3C-1a, 3C-1b and 3D-1).
 East and west walls cover 5,496 sq.feet and 5,600 sq.feet respectively, making 
them 17.1% and 17.4% of the total surface area of the building.
 The area covered by deterioration and repairs is more on the west wall (49.7%) 
than the area on the east wall (44.7%).
 The subtractive conditions cover more area on the west wall (91.7%) than the 
east wall (78.2%). But the additive conditions covered a greater area on the 
east wall (9.8%) than the west wall (2.5%). A larger percentage of deterioration 
on the east wall was treated in the past than on the west wall. Therefore, the
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treatment coatings and repairs cover 12%  of the area on the east wall, while
only 5.8% area on the west wall was ever treated or repaired.
i) Subtractive conditions (East wall 78.2% and west wall 91.7%)  
a) East wall Three erosive conditions including friability/flaking, contour 
scaling and differential erosion constitute a major portion of the area 
covered by subtractive conditions on the east wall. Friability/flaking covers 
56.2% i.e., more than the half of the total area covered by subtractive 
conditions. It is prominently visible on the side corners of the east wall. 
Contour scaling covers 29.4% area and differential erosion covers 13.8% of 
the total area covered by subtractive conditions. Surface detachments 
called as incipient spalling is visible on only 0.1% of area covered by 
subtractive conditions. Dimensional loss is visible on 0.5% area of 
subtractive conditions.   
b) West wall Contour scaling occurs over on more than half of the total area 
covered by subtractive conditions i.e., 59.8% on the west wall. 
Friability/flaking are visible on 33.6% of the total surface area of the 
subtractive conditions while differential erosion covers 5.2% of the area. 
Incipient spalling and dimensional loss occurs on less than 1% of the area 
of total subtractive conditions. 
o Cracks and failed joints (East wall 46% and west wall 42%) 
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a) East wall Moderate cracks account for 60.4% of the total length of cracks 
and failed joints, while major cracks account for 3.9% of the total length of 
the cracks and failed joints. The length of open joints is 15.6% and 
deteriorated mortars are 19.6% of the total length of the cracks and failed 
joints.
b) West wall Moderate cracks account for 45.8% of the total length of cracks 
and major cracks account for 14% of the total length of cracks and failed 
joints. Open joints are 21.9% and deteriorated mortars are 18.4% of the 
total length of cracks and failed joints.
ii) Additive conditions (East wall 9.8% and west wall 2.5%)
a) East wall Staining or discoloration is visible on 50.4% of total additive 
conditions. Encrustation covers 31% and micro-flora covers 17.9% area of 
additive conditions. 
b) West wall On the west wall, micro-flora occurs over 50.3% of the total 
area covered by additive conditions. Unlike east wall, staining covers 39.4% 
area and encrustation covers 3.9% of the total area of additive conditions.  
iii) Repairs (East wall 12% and west wall 5.8%) 
a) East wall Stone redressing is visible on 66.8% of the total area treated for 
deterioration. Other repairs like composite repairs affect 1.7% and stone 
dutchman affect 0.8% of total repairs. Surface treatments or previous
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coatings cover 31.8% of total repairs.   
b) West wall 94% of the area of the total repairs is the area where
irreversibly damaged or lost stones have been replaced with new stones. 
Stone dutchman covers 0.5% and composite repairs cover 4.6%.
o Crack and joints repairs (East wall 54% and west wall 58%) 
a) East wall Re-pointing constitutes 91.4% of the total length of the crack 
and joints repairs, while 8.4% crack fillings.
b) West wall Repointing is 93% of the total length. Crack fillings are 7% of 
total length of crack and joint repairs.
iv) Pre-existing conditions (refer to Graphs 5.2 and 5.4)
Tooling marks are visible on 27.1% of the surface area on the east wall, while 
11.9% of the area on the west wall still has the remnants of tooling marks. 
Mineral inclusions are visible on less than 1% of the surface area on both walls. 
 Graph 3D-1 represents the comparisons of all the conditions visible on the 
east and west wall surfaces.  
 Interpretation The east and west walls represents the largest surfaces of the 
building.
Unlike the north and south walls, they have no protected surfaces. They are 
directly exposed to the weather. This can contribute to deterioration visible 
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over their entire surfaces. Particularly, subtractive conditions occur on both 
the east and west walls. Total surface loss and incipient spalling are 
comparatively less visible on both walls than other surfaces of the building, 
less than 0.1%.  
Additive conditions like staining and encrustation are visible on top portions 
of the walls. Micro-flora on the lower portions of the walls indicates presence 
of water/dampness in the structure.  
 Drawings The deterioration and repairs visible on the surface of the east and 
west walls are shown in drawings 3A-1an and s and 3B-1a n and s.
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5.4 Approach 2  
Distribution of deteriorated stone surfaces depending on the percentage 
of the area covered by the subtractive/ additive conditions 
The total number of stone surfaces counts 4160, including 3505 stone surfaces of 
vertical elevations and 655 stone surfaces of horizontal elevations.  
i) Subtractive conditions (refer to Charts 1D-1a and 1D-1b) 
Many stones are affected by weathering or surfaces loss. It is important to calculate 
their percentages to the actual stone surface areas as well as number of stones with 
various affected (subtractive conditions) area percentages, which are as follows 
Table 5.2 the stones covered by subtractive conditions on the whole building   
Deteriorated area on each
stone
Vertical
surfaces
Horizontal
surfaces Total 
Stones with no conditions 1322 324 1646
Less than 10%- more than 0% 590 69 659
Less than 30%- more than 10% 448 74 522 
Less than 70%-more than 30% 494 113 607
Less than 90%-more than 70% 110 21 131 
Less than 100%-more than 90% 541 54 595
Total number of stones 3505 655 4160
The Chart 1D-1a represents the percentage of the stones with levels of deterioration 
(subtractive conditions) to the total number of stones on the vertical and horizontal 
surfaces as well as the whole building.  
The Chart 1D-1b represents the percentage of the stones with levels of deterioration 
to the total number of stones on every elevation on the building. All the graphs show 
percentage of the number of stones (with % of the areas covered by subtractive 
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conditions) to the total number of stones on that elevation. According to the figure, 
the north pediment has the largest percentage of stones with 90% to 100% area 
covered by subtractive conditions. It also has the least percentage of stones those are 
free from subtractive conditions. South portico ceiling and north risers have largest 
percentage of stones which are free from subtractive conditions. 
ii) Additive conditions (refer to Chart 1D-1a and 1D-1c) 
 Many stones are affected by discoloration due to mineralogical staining only. 
Micro-flora, encrustation and efflorescence are also visible on the stones. The 
percentages to the actual stone surface areas as well as number of stones with 
various affected (additive conditions) area percentages 
Table 5.3 The stones covered by additive conditions on the whole building 
Deteriorated area on each
stone
Vertical
surfaces
Horizontal
surfaces Total 
Stones with no conditions 90 50 140 
Less than 10%- more than 0% 38 2 40
Less than 30%- more than 10% 163 22 185 
Less than 70%-more than 30% 251 52 303
Less than 90%-more than 70% 542 182 724
Less than 100%-more than 90% 2421 347 2768
Total number of stones 3505 655 4160
 The Chart 1D-1a represents the percentage of the stones with levels of 
deterioration (additive conditions) to the total number of stones on the vertical 
and horizontal surfaces as well as the whole building.  
 The Chart 1D-1c shows the range of percentages of the stones with areas 
covered by additive conditions to the total number of stones on every elevation 
on the building. All the graphs show percentage of the number of stones (with 
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% of the areas covered by additive conditions) to the total number of stones on 
that elevation. 
The south ceiling has the largest percentage of stones with 90% to 100% area covered 
by additive conditions. North ceiling and west wall has largest percent of stones 
without any additive conditions recorded. South columns have not a single stone free 
from additive conditions.  The table with the Chart 1D-1c gives the actual number of 
stones and their relation to additive conditions on every elevation. 
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5.5 Approach 3 Extent of individual conditions 
As said earlier in the chapter, there are 595 severely damaged (90%- 100% of the 
stone area covered by subtractive conditions) stones on the building. 
Friability/flaking and contour scaling are the most prominent deterioration type 
visible on these damaged stones. Differential erosion is also present in large amount. 
58 stones out of 595 are affected by dimensional loss and 40 stone surfaces by 
incipient spalling, while only two stones are displaced from the original position. 
Observations for every elevation will provide overall analysis of all conditions on all 
the stones on every elevation as described as follows  
5.5.1 North wall (refer to drawings 2A-1b and 2A-1c)
o The north wall has 18 severely eroded stones. Friability/flaking and contour 
scaling are prominent conditions on the north wall. Out of 18 severely eroded 
stones, 8 stones have friability/flaking visible on them. 10 stones out of them 
are affected by contour scaling. 1 stone each is affected by differential erosion 
and dimensional loss. Out of these stones, only 3 stones are affected by 
contour scaling and friability/flaking and only one stone is affected by 
differential erosion with friability/flaking. 1 stone is affected by dimensional 
loss and contour scaling.  
o Mineral inclusions are absent on the north wall. Therefore it is not possible to 
conclude anything about the relationship between deterioration and mineral 
inclusions on the north wall. But, some stones discolored due to the staining  
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are affected by contour scaling.  
o Lesser deteriorated stones are affected by contour scaling predominantly than 
any other conditions. Friability/flaking are more prominent on the east corner 
of the wall. Thus, the north wall is affected by erosion more than surface loss. 
This indicates necessity of monitoring the affected areas more than immediate 
conservation efforts.  
5.5.2 South wall (refer to drawings 2B-1b and 2B-1c)
Deterioration covers 90% to 100% of the surfaces area of 9 stones and 70% to 
90% of surface of 14 stones out of 333 stones on the south wall. These stones 
are affected by friability/flaking. 5 out of 9 fully deteriorated stones are 
affected by contour scaling with friability/flaking. Two stones have some 
surface loss, only one out of them shows contour scaling, friability/flaking and 
dimensional loss. 
o Similar to the north wall, an absence of mineral inclusions on the south wall 
makes it impossible to confirm the relationship of mineral inclusion and 
deterioration.  
o Erosive conditions are randomly spread out on the south wall. Small quantity 
of spalling and surface loss is visible on and around the door/window frames. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that stones are more affected by erosive 
conditions rather than total loss of the surface. As mentioned in the earlier 
section of Approach 1, tooling marks are still visible on the south wall. Thus, 
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long term monitoring of these surfaces is required than immediate repair 
efforts.  
Columns
The columns are load bearing structures. The structural load and the movement of 
the structural load can cause cracks and spalling,60 especially along arises of flutings 
of the columns. This phenomenon is more evident on the columns on the outer edges 
due to the compressive forces acting on them.  
And also, columns are unprotected surfaces on the building. They are exposed to the 
weather. Thus freeze thaw cycles, pollutants deposits affect them directly as 
mentioned in description of the columns by Approach 1.  
5.5.3 North columns (refer to drawings 2A-2b and 2A-2c )
o As evident in Chart 5.8, the north columns do not have a single stone which is 
totally covered by subtractive conditions. They also do not have a single stone 
free from subtractive conditions.  
o All the drums of the north columns are affected by erosive conditions. But, 
spalling and surface loss do cover large areas on all columns than any other 
surfaces. The drums of 1st, 2nd, 6th, 7th and 8th columns show the greater 
percentage of spalling and loss than the other columns. Cracks are also 
prominently visible on 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 6th, 7th and 8th columns.  
5.5.4 South columns (refer to drawings 2B-2b and 2B-2c) 
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o On the south columns, 3 out of 48 stones are free from subtractive conditions. 
Similar to the north wall, no stone is 100% covered by subtractive conditions. 
But one drum of 8th column is more than 75% covered by subtractive 
conditions, which show erosive conditions, surface loss, spalling as well as 
small area of network of fine cracks. Out of 8 columns on the south side, 1st, 2nd
and 7th columns are considerably less deteriorated, while other show large 
areas of spalling and dimensional loss overlapped with the areas of erosive 
conditions. 
o The large areas of surface detachment, cracks and surface loss put the columns 
into dire need of conservation as well as regular maintenance. 
5.5.5 North pediment (refer to drawings 2A-3b and 2A-3c) 
o The north pediment has the largest percentage of the fully deteriorated stones 
on the building. Out of 144, 34 stones are 90-100% covered by subtractive 
conditions. Out of these 34 stones, 32 stones are affected by contour scaling, 15 
stones are affected by contour scaling and 21 stones are affected by differential 
erosion. 14 stones are affected by all three erosive conditions. 38 stones suffer 
incipient spalling and 33 stones dimensional loss, out of these 10 stones show 
spalling and loss both. 
o Tooling marks are not visible at all on the north pediment surface, which is 
indication of severe erosion. Areas of mineral inclusion and areas of erosion 
and loss are overlapped.  
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5.5.6 South pediment (refer to drawings 2B-2b and 2B-2c) 
o The stones on the south pediments are less deteriorated than the north 
pediments. Out of 139 stones on the south pediment, only 4 small stones are 
fully affected by subtractive conditions. All 4 stones are covered by differential 
erosion, one of them have small quantity of incipient spalling. 
o Only 4 stones show surface loss and 2 stones have incipient spalling. Most of 
the stones are affected by differential erosion. Therefore, stones on the south 
pediment do not show immediate need of repairs or conservation, while some 
stones affected erosive condition will need periodic monitoring. 
5.5.7 North entablature face (refer to drawings 2A-4b and 2A-4c)
o All 37 stones on the north entablature face do not show signs of severe 
deterioration, making them least deteriorated stones on the building. Out of 
37, only 7 stones are deteriorated. Dimensional loss is evident on all 7 stones. 
Incipient spalling also can be seen on one stone.  
5.5.8 South entablature face (refer to drawings 2B-4b and 2B-4c)
o Similar to north entablature face, the south face is also not severely 
deteriorated. Out of 32 stones, 11 stones have small percentage of deterioration 
in the form of differential erosion. Friability/flaking and contour scaling are 
also visible on some stones. Most of the stone surfaces on the south 
entablature face show significant amount of staining.  
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5.5.9 North risers (refer to drawings 2A-5b and 2A-5c) 
o The north risers are the least deteriorated surface on the building. Out of 139 
stones, only 15 stones show little deterioration in the form of contour scaling. 
Cracks and deteriorated mortar indicate possible deterioration problems.  
5.5.10 South risers (refer to drawings 2B-5b and 2B-5c) 
o Out of 143 stones, 25 stones show small amount of deterioration. 10 stones are 
displaced or deformed due to the subsequent structural movement. 
Dimensional loss and differential erosion are also present on some stone 
surfaces. 
5.5.11 North stairs (refer to drawings 2A-6b and 2A-6c)
o Out of 188 stones of the north stairs, 4 stones are fully covered by contour 
scaling. 70 to 90 % of 3 stones are affected by contour scaling. All other 
partially deteriorated stones are also affected by contour scaling which is the 
most dominant condition on the north stairs while dimensional loss, spalling 
and differential erosion are other affected conditions.  
5.5.12 South stairs (refer to drawings 2B-6b and 2B-6c)
o Out of 195 stones, 46 stones are 90 to 100% affected by subtractive conditions, 
making it the most deteriorated horizontal surface. 70 to 90% area of 15 stones 
is affected by subtractive conditions. Differential erosion and contour scaling 
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are the predominant conditions on these surfaces. Dimensional loss is also 
visible over many stones.  
o Mineral inclusion is visible only on one stone. Large amount of encrustation 
can be the contributory factor to the largely eroded surface.  
o In contrary to 126 un-deteriorated stones on the north stairs, the south stairs 
have only 10 un-deteriorated stones.  
5.5.13 North portico ceiling (refer to drawings 2A-7b and 2A-7c) 
o North portico ceiling has in total 110 stones. Out of them, only 1 small stone is 
totally affected by dimensional loss.  Small amounts of contour scaling, 
differential erosion and dimensional loss are visible on other 25 partially 
deteriorated stones. 
o Although, bands of mineral inclusion and staining are visible on the surfaces, 
they are not coinciding or overlapping with the loss or erosion. 
5.5.14 South portico ceiling (refer to drawings 2B-7b and 2B-7c) 
o The south portico ceiling is the least deteriorated horizontal surface. Out of 111 
stones of the south ceiling, 99 stones are not affected by any subtractive 
condition. Remaining 12 stones are affected by friability/flaking, differential 
erosion and network of fine cracks.  
o Though staining and encrustation cover whole surface of the ceiling, it can be  
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seen that the ceiling surface not affected by erosive conditions unlike other 
surfaces. 
5.5.15 North soffit (refer to drawings 2A-8b and 2A-8c) 
o Out of 30 stones of the north soffit, 2 stones are totally affected and 3 stones 
are 70 to 90% affected by subtractive conditions. 30 to 70% of surface area of 
20 stones is affected. The predominant conditions are friability/flaking, 
differential erosion and contour scaling on these surfaces. But, the ornamental 
design on the soffit is affected largely by the total loss or sometimes spalling.  
5.5.16 South soffit (refer to drawings 2B-8b and 2B-8c) 
o The south soffit has 21 stones. Out of them, only one stone is totally un-
affected by subtractive conditions. But not a single stone is fully damaged. 
Differential erosion is visible on many stones, particularly on corner stones. 
But similar to the north soffit, dimensional loss is affecting the whole 
ornamental design on the south soffit, which will need some immediate steps 
taken towards conserve, repair or replace them.   
5.5.17 East wall (refer to drawings 3A-1b and 3A-1c)
o The east and west wall are not protected surfaces. They have the largest 
number of stones on the building. Thus, large number of stones, i.e., 225 out of 
1042 stones on the east wall is fully covered by subtractive conditions.  
o Out of 225 stones, 173 are affected by friability and flaking, 78 stones are  
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affected by contour scaling and 50 are affected by differential erosion. 9 stones 
show all three erosive conditions. Some of them also are affected by incipient 
spalling and dimensional loss in small quantity. Stones which have 70% to 
90% of deteriorated surfaces also show erosive conditions more than the total 
surface losses.  
o Dimensional loss is visible on 55 stones and incipient spalling on 30 stones out 
of 1042 stones. But, most of them are not visibly significant as an immediate 
threat.  
o Mineral inclusion is spread out all over the surface of the east wall. But, it is 
seldom overlapped by or coincided with dimensional loss or incipient spalling. 
The stones affected by staining also show signs of erosive conditions. All the 
stones showing spalling and loss of surfaces are also affected by erosion.  
5.5.18 West wall (refer to drawings 3B-1b and 3B-1c)
o The west wall has largest percentage of full deteriorated stone surfaces only 
after the north pediment. But, it has more number of stones than the north 
pediment making it a surface with the largest number of stones with 90-100% 
surface area covered by subtractive conditions.  
o There are 252 stones which are totally covered by subtractive conditions out of 
1092 stones on the west wall. Out of these stones, 233 stones are affected by 
contour scaling, 161 stones are affected by friability/flaking and 51 stones are 
affected by differential erosion. 28 stones out of 252 stones show detachment 
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or spalling of the surfaces and 25 stones have some surface loss evident on 
them. Only one stones have erosive conditions, spalling and some surface loss 
too. 21 stones out of 252 have all three erosive conditions. Some of these 
stones have incipient spalling and surface loss.  
o On the west wall, 41 stones are 70-90% covered by subtractive conditions. 
Most of the stones are affected by more than one condition. 
o Surfaces with mineral inclusions on west wall show more erosion than total 
loss. The loss is more evident on the surfaces affected by contour scaling or 
friability/flaking than any other condition.  
o The west wall is also affected by erosion which needs monitoring rather than  
immediate conservation action. Many stones which are affected by loss or 
spalling may need intense and localized repair efforts.  
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Chapter 6 Analysis
Chapter 5 (previous chapter) includes observations and possible interpretation 
of the conditions on all the surfaces on the building. This study is using two possible 
approaches to observe, calculate and evaluate the conditions which will be useful in 
analyzing the deterioration patterns on the building. 
6.1 Observed deterioration patterns  
a) As evaluated by Approach 1  
The east and west walls are the largest surfaces of the building, while the north 
and south soffits are the smallest surfaces.  
The area on the building showing visible deterioration is less than the area that 
does not show any past or active deterioration. The largest amount of deterioration 
on the building is visible on the south entablature face. The south portico ceiling is 
the most deteriorated horizontal surface whereas the north portico ceiling is the least 
deteriorated horizontal surface. However, it is more deteriorated (in terms of 
deteriorated area) than the north risers that are the least deteriorated areas on the 
building.  
The west wall shows the largest area of subtractive conditions followed by the 
pediments, east wall, north columns and north stairs. The south portico ceiling, the 
horizontal surface, is the area least affected by the subtractive conditions and most 
affected by additive conditions. Amongst the vertical surfaces, the south entablature 
face is least affected by subtractive conditions and mostly affected by additive 
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conditions. The additive conditions visible on the horizontal surfaces are greater than 
the vertical surfaces. The south columns and walls are the vertical surfaces where 
large amount of repairs have been done before and after the 2003 survey. Amongst 
the horizontal surfaces, the south stairs have the largest number of repairs inducating 
the presence of deterioration in the past. This is evident from the comparison 
between the north and the south columns. The north columns have larger amount of 
subtractive conditions while the south columns have greater number of repairs. As 
the documents suggest, the south columns were treated extensively for the 
deterioration after the survey whereas the north columns were not.  
Approach 1 also proves that subtractive conditions are more visible on the 
vertical and additive conditions are more visible on the horizontal surfaces.   
b) As evaluated by Approach 2 and 3  
The percentage of stones affected by subtractive condition is more than un-
affected stones on the building. The stones which are 70 to 90% covered by 
subtractive are few in number. The percentage of affected stones is more on the 
vertical surfaces than on the horizontal surfaces.  
In contrary to the percentage of stones affected by subtractive conditions, the 
stones unaffected by additive conditions are more than affected conditions on the 
whole building. Also unlike subtractive conditions, the horizontal surfaces are more 
deteriorated than the vertical surfaces.  
As also mentioned in the observations for Approach 3 in Chapter 5, fully  
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deteriorated stone surfaces include erosive conditions as well as surface losses and 
detachments. Most of the stones display erosive conditions and require long term 
monitoring. The stones which have significant amount of loss need immediate 
conservation or repair/treatment.   
6.2 Factors responsible for deterioration 
The Second Bank is set on the North-South axis. The main entrance is from 
the north. The north and south elevations reflect each other while the east and west 
elevations are similar looking. Chestnut Street with heavy vehicular traffic flows in 
front of the North entrance and the south elevation faces open green space. High rise 
buildings on the other side of Chestnut Street overshadow the north elevation. Also, 
vibrations created by the heavy traffic also contribute in the formation of areas 
affected by friability/flaking, cracking and displacement/deformation as well as 
spalling. Therefore, it is necessary to understand role played by every possible 
contributory factor. 
6.2.1 Environmental factors 
Exposure to environment plays a considerable role in deterioration of the 
stone building. As mentioned in Chapter 2 History in Philadelphia climate, the 
weather in Philadelphia generally is mild. Although the rainy season is the summer, 
few regular showers are expected throughout the year. The direction of the wind and 
rain is west-northwest in winter and west-southwest during the remaining year.  
The south and the west elevations of the Second Bank face wind and rain  
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throughout the year. But, these also get sufficient solar radiation which prevents 
water logging on the south and west walls. The north elevation and east elevation do 
not get sufficient solar radiation and water remains there for longer period of time.  
 Freeze thaw cycles 
Philadelphia experiences 52 freeze-thaw cycles. In freeze-thaw cycle, water 
expands by approximately 1/10th of its volume. Damage occurs only on those surfaces 
which remains wet when temperature drops below.61 Thus, deterioration on the north 
elevation and east wall get accelerated due to Freeze Thaw cycles. The water retained 
on the elevations due to lack of sufficient solar radiation freezes in the joints, cracks 
and gaps between inclusions. The intense pressure due to the increased volume of the 
water expands the gaps/cracks. Water then travels through those expanded gaps 
causing more widening of cracks and interfacial gaps. Moisture travelling through 
joints cause deteriorated mortar joints or open joints due to loss of mortars. North 
risers and stairs show more percentage of cracks, open joints and deteriorating 
mortars. 
 Wetting and drying cycles 
The south and west elevation face rains and winds but also gets sufficient solar 
radiation. Thus, these elevations go through regular wetting and drying cycles. 
Former Historic Preservation student, Felicia McBrateny states in her thesis, porous 
materials “exhibit both hygric and hydric dilation and contraction as a result of 
moisture changes.”62 Therefore, regular exposure to the wetting and drying cycles 
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results in possible material fatigue for the stones which can result in further 
deterioration.63 South stairs and risers also show a large amount of cracks and 
deteriorated joints than the other surfaces on the south.   
 Pollutants
The humid conditions in Philadelphia offer a favorable environment for chemical 
deteriorating processes such as encrustation and salt efflorescence. The winter is a 
less ideal season for chemical deterioration due to temperatures below freezing. In a 
1966 study, higher concentrations of atmospheric Sulphates were obtained in the 
environment during winter.64 But, as studied for Philadelphia Merchant’s exchange 
conservation strategy by Donald A. Dolske and Susan Sherwood concluded air 
pollution levels in Philadelphia are significantly less since the implementation of the 
Clean Air Act in the 1970.65 The Second Bank is situated on a block surrounded by 
two busy streets, Chestnut Street and Walnut Street. Thus the Second Bank building 
can still get affected by air pollutants.
Encrustation is a black deposition visible on the surfaces. Felicia McBratney 
describes the formation of wet and dry deposition on the Pennsylvania marble wall in 
the explanation of stone decay mechanisms in her thesis.66 Formation of gypsum 
(CaSO4·2H2O) is a wet deposition of sulfurous compounds. This can be the result of 
water presence in the calcareous stone and its reaction with the sulfar-diaoxide in 
atmosphere.67 Dry deposition is the accumulation of pollutant particulates on the 
wall. As described by Charola and Ware, it is the pollutant particles, including 
aerosols, from the atmosphere to the surface in the absence of rain.68   
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The north elevation faces more air pollutants than the south side as it faces 
busy Chestnut Street while the south side faces the park but the Walnut Street also is 
not far away from the south side. Heavy vehicular traffic on these roads is the reason 
of the air pollution in the area. This deposition is visible on the covered or protected 
surfaces such as the bottom of the north and south walls, near capitols of columns, 
under cornices and near the joints of ceiling and walls. But, it cannot be seen on 
unprotected areas as these deposits get washed away by the rain water as gypsum 
being the water soluble compound. This possibly does not happen in the case of large 
amount of encrustation visible on the south stairs and risers. The reason behind that 
cannot be properly determined. One possibility could be that the regular maintenance 
and cleaning of the exterior in the past has resulted in this low level of deposition. 
The surfaces, as seen in a 1940 photograph were highly soiled. They were cleaned in 
1942.69 Because no proper records of regular cleaning exists it impossible to 
understand which surface was cleaned when and how many times.   
 Water presence 
Philadelphia experiences a rainy summer and spring. Some heavy rainstorms can 
be experienced in winter also, when temperatures are below freezing. Most of the rain 
comes from the south west except for thunderstorms. Normal rain does not cause as 
much destruction as acid rain can cause. Damage due to rain is normally a result of 
dampness rising in the building. There are no available statistics of rising damp or 
capillary action level in the Second Bank building. Microbiological growth suggests 
possible dampness in the building such as on the lower portions of the east and west  
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walls.  
As mentioned earlier, the north elevation, in particular the north wall, does not 
get sufficient solar radiation. Thus, water remains on the surface. This water presence 
leads to the discoloration of the surface in the form of intrinsic staining, which is 
largely visible on the north wall. Presence of Micro-flora on the north stairs, risers 
and the east wall is due to water logging due to insufficient solar radiation.  
 Salt efflorescence 
Salts can travel through and crystallize within the micro-pores of the structure. 
These salts can enter the structure through the capillary action of ground water or 
rain water. Salts like, sodium sulphate, can be absorbed from the surrounding air. 
Salts can be present in the mortar used. There are records of salt deposition on the 
stairs or terraces due to wash off dirty water of pigeon guano. Deicing salts used in 
the winter may also contribute in the amount of salts. The white dry powder appears 
on the surface due to salt efflorescence. The extraction of the soluble salt can result in 
surface loss. But, very few patches of salt efflorescence are noticeable now on the 
surface of the Second Bank, may be because of previous cleaning efforts.  
6.2.2 Internal stress 
Limestone goes through metamorphic processes to transform into a marble. 
Internal stresses might also be present in the stone due to the metamorphic process. 
The release of this stress can lead to micro-cracking after the stone is quarried and its 
transportation to the site.70 Also, due to structural movements in the building, 
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structural load on the architectural elements like columns can act as catalysts in the 
widening of these cracks which can ultimately lead to incipient spalling and surface 
loss. The spalling visible on the building surfaces, especially on the columns, can be a 
result of quarrying processes.   
6.2.3 Cardinal directions
The fact that the building faces the north-south axis affects the deterioration 
pattern on all of the elevations of the building as explained earlier in the description 
of effects of environmental factors.  
Vertical surfaces show different deterioration patterns than horizontal 
surfaces. For example, vertical surfaces show more subtractive conditions than 
horizontal surfaces. Furthermore, depositions are more visible on horizontal surfaces 
as water logging occurs more on the horizontal surfaces than on the vertical.   
6.2.4 Exposure
The severity and spread of the deterioration depends upon the location and 
exposure to the surrounding environment. Direct exposure to the weather can 
aggravate the rate of deterioration on the surface which is exposed. The north and 
south elevations are made up of seven architectural elements as shown in Pre-chart 2. 
The north and south portico are approached by a flight of steps which include stair 
treads and risers. The porticos consist of pediments, entablature faces, soffits and 
portico ceilings which are supported by eight columns. The height of the whole 
building is 55’ 10” and the depth of the porticos is 10’6” due to which the north and 
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south walls remain protected from direct environmental exposure. Therefore, in case 
of this Greco-roman building, the north and south walls and portico ceiling show 
lesser deterioration than the north and south pediments and columns which are 
directly exposed to rain, acid rain or snow. In addition to environmental conditions, 
the position of the columns on the building, the geometry of the flutings, and the way 
the stone was laid during construction are also responsible for deterioration. 
6.2.5 Stone characteristics of Pennsylvania Blue marble 
“The weathering of any marble generally depends on 3 characteristics 
properties of the stone, i. e. the presence of inclusions, the grain size of calcite and 
how strong or weak the metamorphic the stone is.”71 The Pennsylvania Blue marble is 
a weekly metamorphosed marble stone with abundant micaceous inclusions making 
it more susceptible to the deterioration. Other inclusions like muscovite, apatite, 
minor pyrite, zircon and tourmaline are also present.72 But it cannot be determined 
that any one stone is of poorer quality than any other stone. It is also been noticed 
that mineral inclusions are hardly at some places coinciding with the deterioration on 
the affected stones. 
These are the factors which are affecting the deterioration patterns. No one factor can 
be responsible for deterioration; it is always a combination of factors and 
mechanisms. 
6.3 GIS analysis 
GIS analysis is a process for looking at geographic patterns in your data  
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And relationships between features.73 GIS analysis is about getting answers to 
questions to be able to make intelligent decisions.74 The analysis starts with framing 
the question about how to use the data effectively. For example, which elevation is 
affected by deterioration, the most? Or which elevation is affected by subtractive 
conditions/ additive conditions or repairs? Or how many stones on which elevation 
are affected? Or is there any relation between mineral inclusion and deteriorating 
patterns? etc. The results of the analysis can be displayed as a map, value table or a 
chart as represented in this study. The type of data and features of the data helps in 
determining the specific method to be used. In this study, all of the data is arranged 
and re-arranged in various data sets to get results for various answers. The methods 
of processing the data in various new ways are named as Approach 1, 2 and 3. This is 
done to get the required level of needed information, additional data and results.75
 The vector form of ArcGIS is used in the study. Spatial features like polygons, 
polylines and points are used in Vector GIS for analysis.76 Other software like 
AutoCAD can record conditions only as drafted lines and shapes. But information in 
attribute tables gives those drafted lines a meaning which provides the ability to 
process data in various ways.77 GIS can not only map existing conditions of the 
building , but it can also help in analyzing the data to determine relationships 
between decay phenomena, identify cause and help in predicting future deterioration 
patterns.
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Chapter 7 Conclusion 

The Architectural Conservation Laboratory (ACL) undertook a comprehensive 
program of surveying and documenting the deterioration conditions on the Second 
Bank building in the collaboration with Independence National Historic Park 
(INHP). This study takes this program further in analyzing the data to find answers 
for certain research questions in order to create a basis for future conservation and 
treatment methodology. 
Importance of GIS 
As mentioned in the study, the ACL digitized recorded data in AutoCAD and 
converted and stored that data in A GIS through use of ArcMap. This thesis 
attempted to take the next step by continuing the use of GIS in order to process and 
analyze the stored data. ArcMap also proved useful for visual representation of the 
datasets. With the help of vector analysis in ArcMap, the data was processed in 
several ways using numerous datasets outlined in Approach 1, 2 and 3. The 
methodology used in analyzing the datasets is described in Chapter 4. Benefits of GIS 
analysis are as follows 
 Creation of comprehensive databases by attaching contextual 
information to drawings 
 Post processing of the original GIS database produced quantified results 
in formats best suited for interpretation of the assessment. 
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 Processing of huge recorded and stored data in several ways to set up 
new relationships such as vertical surfaces are more affected by 
subtractive conditions while horizontal conditions more affected by 
additive conditions, relation between exposure and type as well as 
spread of the conditions.  
 Quantification of items recorded in several ways such as area of 
conditions per stone, per elevation and on whole building to support 
hypothesizes 
 Quantification for comparisons between group of conditions as well as 
individual conditions 
 Creation of visual and clear data representations for easy 
understandings
 Ability to export data in Excel which increases capability of efficient 
data manipulation in the form of tables and graphs 
The most important issue to recognize is that GIS is a tool which helps in 
processing data. It does not create the questions. It is researcher’s job to come up 
with an hypothesis and respond to that hypothesis with a series of well developed 
questions. It is also important to learn the GIS tools efficiently to understand 
capability of GIS.   
This analysis attempted to provide solutions to questions with a goal of  
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determining deterioration patterns and their relationships. 
Results of observations 
 Approach 1 evaluated all 24 recorded conditions on all of the elevations of the 
building with the intent of identifying correlations between occurrence of 
conditions and their respective cardinal directions.  
 Approach 2 was based on the percentage of subtractive and additive conditions 
on each stone surface.  
 Approach 3 was treated as a part of Approach 2. It was used determine 
prevalent locations of particular subtractive conditions as well as their 
correlate relationships to other conditions.  
As can be seen in Chapter 5, categorization of recorded conditions in to four 
categories including subtractive, additive and pre-existed conditions and previous 
repairs provides ability to treat recorded conditions as per their mechanism as well as 
their results.  
 The vertical surfaces display more subtractive conditions, while horizontal 
surfaces display more additive conditions. Previous repairs are more visible on 
the south and east elevation than the north and west elevation.  
 The protected surfaces like the north and south walls as well portico ceilings 
are less deteriorated than unprotected surfaces.  
 All stones which are fully covered by subtractive conditions are affected by  
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erosion.  
 While none of the stones on the columns are fully deteriorated, the percentage 
of surface loss and spalling is more on the columns than any other surface. 
Thus, columns need different treatment priority than the surfaces. 
 Mineral inclusion areas are correlated to deteriorated areas only on the 
columns but not on other surfaces. Thus, mineral inclusions cannot be the sole 
reason behind loss or detachments.  
This study suggested that deterioration on the Second Bank is result of not only one 
but combination of the mechanical, chemical, environmental processes as well as 
exposure and orientation of the surfaces. A series of illustrations and drawings in the 
thesis provides a detailed graphical representation of analytical results. 
Failed assumptions 
Some original assumptions could not be supported. Such as  
 Is one elevation is more deteriorated than others? 
 What is the relation between particles accumulation and weathering? 
 What is the relationship between orientation of stone foliation planes and 
various decay mechanisms like friability, contour scaling, differential erosion, 
loss and depositions? 
The reasons behind that could not be determined due to following reasons 
1) Poor quality of stone In multiple locations, intensely deteriorated stones  
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have been located unexpectedly on well protected surfaces. However, no 
correlation to destructive conditions can be found. The possible reason behind 
these losses can be once attributed to poor quality stone. However this 
assumption can be supported by the GIS.  
2) Discrepancies in survey
a) As mentioned earlier, the survey was done in two phases with two entirely 
different teams. The definition of each and every condition recorded in 
1999 was refined further in the 2003 survey, and such as there is a 
possibility of inconsistency in the recording of conditions between two 
surveys. This study compared matching elements from opposite sides of 
the building in order to examine the effect of various factors such as 
environmental factors, exposure on them. This comparison however may 
not give us clear results of deterioration patterns as a result of these 
discrepancies between two surveys.  
b) Poor human judgment error as mentioned on Chapter 3 also can hamper 
the accuracy of the survey. 
3) Orientation of stones 
Based on the overall research, an assumption can be made that there is a 
possible relationship between orientation and deterioration patterns. 
However, this relationship could not be proved in this study. 
a) In the 1999 survey, only edge orientations were marked and in the 2003 
survey both, edge and face orientations were marked. Thus in both the 
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surveys, there were a number of stones which were left unmarked. The 
attempt of analyze and compare conditions on the basis of orientation of 
stone foliation patterns proved unsuccessful. 
b) A small survey was carried out during this study to confirm stone 
orientation after the unsuccessful analysis attempt. The recorded data for 
orientation of stones marked in earlier surveys proved incomprehensive. 
The main reason behind the data inconsistency is that identification of 
orientation is always difficult when only one surface of the stone is visible.  
c) But, contour scaling is expected to be seen most frequently on face oriented 
stones since its appearance is an exfoliated loss of layered surfaces. 
Differential erosion is usually associated with foliation of edge oriented 
stones.  
Final conclusion 
The purpose of the thesis was to quantify, interpret and analyze the 
deteriorating conditions and repairs on the exterior marble surface of the Second 
Bank. This study attempted to find answers to the research questions with the help of 
quantifications and graphical representations of the processed data analyzed with the 
help of various tools in ArcGIS. GIS proved to be a useful resource in finding answers 
to various questions regarding deterioration of the exterior marble surface of the 
Second Bank.  
But, failed assumptions also reminded us that GIS is just a medium. Accuracy  
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of the analytical results depends on the user and recorded data. Accurate and proper 
documentation is a key for desired analytical results.  It is also important for user to 
invest time in improving GIS skills in order to be able to make full use of GIS 
capabilities.   
With the help of GIS only, it was possible to process large amount of data 
recorded during two surveys in 1999 and 2003. Also, GIS made it easier to compare 
datasets in various ways in order to explore and understand the relationships 
between various deteriorating conditions and factors responsible for them. Therefore, 
this study is successful in proving the importance of GIS as useful interpretative tool.  
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Appendix-2C Graphs for distribution of conditions 
on north and south elevations
 Approach 1 (Subtractive conditions, cracks/ failed joints, additive conditions and 
previous repairs, crack/joint repairs) 
 2C-1 Distribution of conditions on the north and south walls
  2C-1a Distribution of conditions and repairs on the north and south  
   walls (Subtractive, additive conditions and repairs)..........175
  2C-1b Distribution of conditions and repairs on the north and south  
   walls (Cracks/failed joints and crack/ joint repairs)...........176
 2C-2 Distribution of conditions on the north and south columns
  2C-2a Distribution of conditions and repairs on the north and south  
   columns (Subtractive, additive conditions and repairs).....177
  2C-2b Distribution of conditions and repairs on the north and south  
   columns (Cracks/failed joints and crack/ joint repairs).....178
 2C-3 Distribution of conditions on the north and south
  pediments and entablature faces
  2C-3aa Distribution of conditions and repairs on the north and   
   south pediments (Subtractive, additive conditions and
    repairs).................................................................................179
  2C-3ab Distribution of conditions and repairs on the north and   
   south pediments (Cracks/failed joints and crack/ joint 
   repairs).................................................................................180
  2C-3ba Distribution of conditions and repairs on the north and   
   south entablature faces(Subtractive, additive conditions and   
   repairs) ................................................................................181
  2C-3bb Distribution of conditions and repairs on the north and   
   south entablature faces (Cracks/failed joints and crack/ joint  
   repairs).................................................................................182
 2C-4 Distribution of conditions on the north and south risers   
  and stair treads
  2C-4aa Distribution of deteriorating conditions and repairs on the   
        north and south risers  (Subtractive, additive conditions and   
   repairs)................................................................................183
  2C-4ab Distribution of conditions and repairs on the north and
   south risers (Cracks/failed joints and crack/ joint repairs)....
   .............................................................................................184
  2C-4ba Distribution of conditions and repairs on the north and
   south stairs (Subtractive, additive conditions and     
   repairs).................................................................................185
  2C-4bb Distribution of conditions and repairs on the north and  
  south stair (Cracks/failed joints and crack/ joint repairs)............186
 
            174
 2C-5 Distribution of conditions on the north and south portico
  ceilings and soffits
  2C-5aa Distribution of conditions and repairs on the north and   
   south ceilings (Subtractive, additive conditions and repairs)
   ..............................................................................................187
  2C-5ab Distribution of conditions and repairs on the north and   
            south ceiling (Cracks/failed joints and crack/ joint repairs)
   ..............................................................................................188
  2C-5ba Distribution of conditions and repairs on the north and   
   south soffit (Subtractive, additive conditions and repairs)189
  2C-5bb Distribution of conditions and repairs on the north and   
   south soffits (Cracks/failed joints and crack/ joint repairs)
   ..............................................................................................190
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Appendix-3A Spatial data the east elevation
    (consists of wall only)
 [n= the north side of the east/west elevation]/ [s= the south side of the east and west elevation]
 3A Distribution of conditions on the east elevation 
 3A-1 Distribution of conditions on the east wall
  3A-1an Distribution of recorded conditions on the east wall (the   
   north side) (Approach 1).....................................................203
  3A-1as Distribution of recorded conditions on the east wall (the   
   south side) (Approach 1).....................................................204
  3A-1bn Distribution of the area of subtractive conditions per stone   
   on the east wall (the north side) (Approach 2 & 3)............205
  3A-1bs Distribution of the area of subtractive conditions per stone   
   on the east wall (the south side) (Approach 2 & 3)............206
  3A-1cn Distribution of the area of additive conditions per stone on   
   the east wall (the north side) (Approach 2 & 3).................207
  3A-1cs Distribution of the area of additive conditions per stone on   
   the east wall (the south side) (Approach 2 & 3).................208
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Appendix-3B Spatial data the west elevation 
   (consists of wall only)
[n= the north side of the east/west elevation]/ [s= the south side of the east and west elevation]
 3B Distribution of conditions on the west elevation 
 3B-1 Distribution of conditions on the west wall
  3B-1an Distribution of recorded conditions on the west wall (the
                 north side) (Approach 1)...................................................211
  3B-1as Distribution of recorded conditions on the west wall (the
           south side)(Approach 1).........................................................212
  3B-1bn Distribution of the area of subtractive conditions per stone
   on the west wall (the north side) (Approach 2 & 3)............213
  3B-1bs Distribution of the area of subtractive conditions per stone
   on the west wall (the south side) (Approach 2 & 3)............214
  3B-1cn Distribution of the area of additive conditions per stone on
   the west wall (the north side) (Approach 2 & 3).................215
  3B-1cs Distribution of the area of additive conditions per stone on
   the west wall (the south side) (Approach 2 & 3).................216
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Appendix-3C Graphs for distribution of conditions   
   on the east and west elevations- 
   Approach 1 (Subtractive conditions,
   cracks/ failedjoints,additive conditions  
   and previous repairs,crack/joint 
   repairs) 
 3C-1 Distribution of deteriorating conditions and repairs on the   
  east and west walls
  3C-1a Distribution of deteriorating conditions and repairs on the
   east and west walls (Subtractive, additive conditions and   
   repairs)................................................................................218
  3C-1b Distribution of deteriorating conditions and repairs on the   
   east and west walls (Cracks/failed joints and crack/ joint
   repairs)................................................................................219
Appendix-3D Comparison between deteriorating 
   conditions and repairs on the east and   
   west elevations
  3D-1 Comparison between deteriorating conditions and repairs on east   
  and west walls.................................................................................220
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